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identified in county soil surveys (NRCS, USDA). County soil surveys can be used to determine areas of 
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match or fit soils sampled in this study. ·Field soil profile descriptions contained only si1tans as salient 
indicators of sodic soils conditions. ·The presence of siltans failed to predict aodic conditions in the lower 
.subsoil ·compared to the upper subsoil. Choctaw County contains sodic IOils but current soil survey 
information for this county does not identify soil mapping units that contain sodic soils. Values for soil 
SAR. and EC can.be.·used to predict dispersive soil. The double hydrometer and pinhole tests.used 
together can -also predict. soil. dispersion. The. crumb test mould not be used as a quick field soil test to 
.predict soil dispersion. Dispersive soils contained a preclominance of interstratified illite-smectite clays. 
The presence of vermiculite and kaolinite in some soils clecreased dispersion compared to interstratified 
iJlite..smectite. Increased gypsum, bicarbonate, and salt eoatent in soil .horizons decreased dispersion 
compared to soil horizons with low amounts-of these materials. ·Gypsum and leaching with water are 
A Jr _9 amendments for selected sodic soils in Oklahoma. 
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SI (METRIC) CONVERSION FACTORS 
,-JO 
Approximate Conversions to SI Units Approximate Conversions to SI Units 
Symbol When You Multiply By To Find Symbol Symbol When You Multiply By To Find Symbol 
Know Know 
Length Length 
in. inches 24.40 millimeters mm mm millimeters 0.0394 inches in. 
ft feet 0.3048 meters m m meters 3.281 feet ft 
yd yards 0.9144 meters m m meters 1.094 yards yd 
,- mi miles 1.609 kilometers km km kilometers 0.6214 miles mi 
Area Area 
. 2 m. square 645.2 square mm2 mm2 square 0.00155 square 
. 2 
lil. 
inches millimeters millimeters inches 
ft2 square feet 0.0929 square m2 mz square 10.764 square feet ft2 
meters meters 
yd2 square 0.8361 square m2 m2 square 1.196 square yd2 
yards meters meters yards 
ac acres 0.4047 hectares ha ha hectares 2.471 acres ac 
mi2 square 2.590 square km2 km2 square 0.3861 square mi2 
miles kilometers kilometers miles 
Volwne Volume 
fl oz. fluid 29.57 milliliters mL mL milliliters 0.0338 fluid fl oz. 
ounces owices 
gal gallons 3.785 liters L L liters 0.2642 gallons gal 
ft3 cubic feet 0.0283 cubic mJ m3 cubic 35.315 cubic feet tt3 
meters meters 
yd3 cubic 0.7645 cubic m3 m3 cubic 1.308 cubic yd3 - yards meters meters yards ., 
Mass Mass 
oz ounces 28.35 grams g g grams 0.0353 ounces oz 
lb pounds 0.4536 kilograms kg kg kilograms 2.205 pounds lb 




op degrees (°F-32Yl8 degrees oc oc degrees 9/5+32 degrees op 
Fahrenheit Celsius Celsius Fahrenheit 
Force and Force and 
Pressure or Pressure or 
Stress Stress 
lbf poundforce 4.448 newtons N N Newtons 0.2248 powidforce lbf 
lbf/in2 poundforce 6.895 kilopascals kPa kPa kilopascals 0.1450 poundforce lbf/in
2 






Sodic soils occur in many Oklahoma counties. But additional counties especially in 
southeastern Oklahoma need field investigation to further identify areas and classify. sodic soils. 
The .use of the natric·diagnostic· subsurface horizon classification (Soil Survey .. Staft;· .1999) to 
identify sodic soils does not include all - soils. The natric;defioition Jhould be 
expanded to include .dispersive ·soils ,withM'di&un adsorption ratio (SAll)·vatue.· of between 4-to 
12 with electrical conductivity (BC) values less than l .cieeisiemem per meter and to identify 
dispersive soil materials in the lower ·subsoil which are especially important :for engineering 
~ -· The use.of SAR.,andEC soil values adequately:predicted soil ctispersionas 
,..._ 
I 
measured by the double .hydrometer method under specific conditions. This relationship was 
based on a specific data set ftom Oklahoma soils which 1) were predominantly neutral to slishdY 
-:-. &Jkaline, 2) were moderately clayey (32.0to 44.2%; mean lowandJUsb.values forB horizons, 




dominant cation on the .soil exchaqge complex, S) were dominated by chloride and sulfate anions 
in the soil-water extract (saturated paste), and 6) contained:gypsutn in some horizoaa .. SAR and 
EC could not be used to 'predict soil·.dispersion using .the relationship developed for the specific 
data.set when, 1) soil pH is-acid or strongly aJlraline, ·2) clay.content and .. type.includes 
vermiculite and kaolinite, 3) magnesium and not calcium domjnated the .soilexcbange complex, 
4) bicarbonate compared to sulfate and ·cbloride dominated the soil water ex.tract ·and S) gypsum 
is present in the soil. The pinhole test is recommended for tbe:predietion of dispersion. Pinhole 
test value of slightly dispersive (ND3) and greater should be med to indicate . .dispenioa The 
pinhole test should be used in conjunction with the double hydrometer test and soil SAR and EC 





identifying dispersive soils. Laboratory results. indicate successful remediation of sodic soils 
using several amending material (especially gypsum and calcium chloride) and that remediation 
becomes ·more difficult as the amount of salts and sodium increase in the soil solution. Leaching 
(successive additions and ·removal of water) in .conjuction with addition ·of amending materials 
(especially gypsum) resulted in improved remediation .. Laboratory results need validation by 
field studies before being implemented. 
v 
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Sodic soils occur in Oklahoma and adversely affect roadway construction, maintenance, 
·and plant growth. Sodic soils are also called dispersive toils indiading the dispersion of small 
soil particles (especially clays) within ·soil horizons. Sodic soils are unique because they contain 
significaot amounts of sodium (Na) compared to calcium (Ca +2) and magnePam (Ms+2) on 
cation exchanae sites of soils and. in pore water. This areater Na+ content in sodic compared to 
normal (non-sodic) IOils produces distinct - soil cbaracteristics. Distinct 
physiochemical ·soil characteristics produced by·sodic :soils .include increased in-situ bulk 
·deaaities, :ad.jun.ct saline conditions, decreased soil saturated hydraulic conductivity, and 
increased soil dispersion ·compared to non-sodic·.soils. Extremely,poorplant-growth :conditions 
~ occur when sodic soils are distutbed by tillage operations. Emem.ely. poor roadway coastruction 
materials are produced when ·some soils are used as roadway.subgrade or fill. .Sodic .soils, 
whenever possible, should not be disturbed unless intensive remediation is given to correct their 
r- · unique pbysiochemical.;Soil cbaracteristics. 
Sodic-soils present problems for crop production, rap tJUUUlgelJlellt horticulture,·and 
enaimecriog purposes (such as -road and bridp.constniCtion) .. Tho causes ofMline and .IOCk. 
,... ·soils in Oklahoma ·are poor drainage, salty iniption water, oil field waste, ad the aa1itie-sodic 
soil parent material (Stiegler, 1986 udJ~ 1990). When sodic soilis used as a Jill or 
.borrow. material, pipes and tunnels form in roadways and structures leading 1o .. collapse of roads 
r- and bridges (Knodel, 1991). Sodic soils in Oklahoma occur in spots ofirregular size and -shape 







alluvium and residuum derived fi'om shales of the Permian and Pennsylvanian periods (Ryker, 
1977). 
Reclamation of sodic ·soils is achieved by applying chemieal amendments to lower the 
exchangeable.sodium percentage (ESP).ofthe·aoils to below 15. Chemical amendments are 
materials that supply a divalent cation such as ea2+ to:replace Na+ on the exchanp sites of the 
soil. The Ca2+ can originate from the dissolution of calcium .containing amendments or irrigation 
water. The rate at which sodic soils can be reclaimed depends upon many.IBcton.;,.,Juctitag the 
rate of water flow through the soil profile, the ·concentration of Ca2+, texture of the soil, ESP and 
the depth and thickness of the sodic horiz.on (Quirk.and. Sebo~ 1955)~ 
Scope and Purpose_ofWork 
Soils that disperse will 1) erode easily ad form pipes-and ,tunnels in emhanbnents. in 
cut slopes or behind bridge hackwa11s .2) cause continuous erosion tmd:Mdiment .problems to 
roadway structum, and 3) ·sometimes deVelop•hmrdous roadway conditions. The use of 
dispersive .soils .as .fill during bridge and roadway :conitmction·creates eostly·:maintenaace 
- because of Mttling of approach slabs and roadway subsidence. The lackof-IOil :cbaracterization 
,--.. 
! 
dispersive soils in roadway construction can be-eliminated or:greatlyreduced. Preventing use of 
dispersive soils during roadway construction willsave money and ,~.incre.IJnoadway met)', 
. . 
improve plantgrowtb, and reduce soil erosion and pOllution. A large part of tbis report concerns 
preventing roadway :problems by identifyin& - and .determitJiua .spatial distnDution 
of dispersive aoils. A smaller but important report consideration is the~ of dispersive 
















and chemical treatments needed to remediate disperaive· soils. Future engineering techniques 
will include these ·treatments and obtain benefits by improving plant growth, reducing soil 
erosion, and limiting roadway failure caused by disperaive soil materials. 
Results can be applieclimmediately to proposed roadway construction and to current 
problem areas. Potential problem soils can be identified through computer pnerated maps and 
supporting soils database. Dispersive soil ·areas can be avoided as unsuitable construction 
materials or treated to correct poor soil conditions. Proposed remediation methods and materials 
produced ftom this project can be tested in current problem areas. Research findings and 
proposed remediation will need fi.utber field testing and engineering· de&ip before application. 
.Objectives of the study include 1 )identify and characterize soil series .that have natric 
(sodic-dispenive) horizons .in Oklahoma, 2)·develop county soil maps showing locations· of 














Genesis of Sodic Soils 
Sodic soils include Natric Great groups ofMollisols, A1tisols and Aridisols. Previously 
. sodic.soils were .cJassified as soloncbab, solonetzes, or.solods. · • Soclic soils have toluble salts in 
the lower depths in the soil profile. · Sodic soils are ebaracterized by the development of 
relatively.impervious, strong .columnar·B .horimn structure ... (McGregor.and Wyatt, ·1945) which 
is characterized by high ~le sodium (15% and more) on the soil colloidal complex and 
high sodium adsorption ratio (SAR. more than 13) in the soihvater extract (McBride, 1994). 
The initial theory of the development of sodium atFected soils was proposed-by the.· 
either permanent or ephemeral, .close enoQSb. to the ·soitsurface to be.affected :by 
- with.a coasequeat upward .cenvectivelBOVflDlllt ·of soclitun(Gedroitz, 1927; 
Kellog, 1934; Kelley, 1934; MacGregor and Wyatt, 194S;:llentley udllost, 1947; Westin, 1953; 
r Drew, 1973; Fullerton and Pawluk, 1987~ Miller and Pawluk, 1994). Other conditionsneceswy 
for the development of:aoils ·with natric horizons are:arid or semiarid dimates and periods :of 
temporary excessive moisture.interspersed with dry peri~ impeded drainage, low slope 
r- gradients, and textural discontinuities created during deposition .of sediments.such U:eolian, ... 
glacial or alluvial materials (Levy, 2000). Dispersive ·soils develop on sodic-saline parent . 
-! . 
material. 
The classic·tlleory •Yiews solonetz IOila ·(natric soils) :as one·stap· in the .evolution of the 




Normal soils. In these soils the base exchange is saturated with the divalent cations 
(mainly Ca2), the colloids are flocculated. 
Saline soil (solonchak). Salt accumulates in the soil and on the surface (given a sballow 
water table). The process is called salinimion. Usually a portion of divalent. cations on 
the exchange is replaced by·monovalent cation&, especially sodium. The presence of 
excess salts (Cr, S04J prevents t1te hydrolysis oftbe sodium ftom the exchange and this 
keeps the .oolloids flocculated. 
3. Sodic soil· (solonetz)~ These soils have a relatively high amount of exchangeable sodium 
4. 
and a low amount of IOluble salts. Sodium displaces only a part of the exchangeable 
calcium md magnesium. This happens only in the case of a high concentmion of 
sodium in soil solution as compared with aalcium and magnesium topther. However, if 
there is a slow rate of-lowering ;oftbe water: table, the ground water will add more sodium 
salts ... by capillary rise through the soil stndum, followed by evaporation, during the hot 
season. During the rainy. season, soluble :salts are leached. The amount .of exchangeable 
. sodiumBJ"adually .increases. Given a high content of sodium on the exchange, removal of 
salts causes increased mobility of colloids and the soil becomes bigbly alkaline as a result 
of the hydrolysis of the sodium. 
-Sodic,aoil (solod or sometimes soloth). Upon further leaching of salts, dispersed colloids 
·move 4~ acomudate in the subsOi1, and form a compact clay-rich subsoil (natric 
horizon) that is slowly permeable to water. Excbangeable hydrogen increases and soil 
pH decreases. The process is called solodimion. Presence of Caco, prevents 
solodization. In this case, during leaching, calcium displaces the absorbed sodium on .the 





rich subsoil). ~ (1955) suggests that vegetation contributes to the shifting 
(biocycling) of calcium ftom the lower parts of the profile into upper horizons. 
Later studies support -and evolved the classical theory (Kellog, 1934; Kelley, 1934; 
MacGregor and Wyatt, 194S; Bentley and Rost, 1947; Westin, 1953; Whittig and Janitzky,1967; 
Arsbad and Pawluk,1966; Rassmussen etal., 1972; Lewis and Drew,1973; Fullerton and Pawluk, 
1987; Miller and Pawluk, 1994). Kellog (1934) found that normalsoil, solonchak, solonetz, and 
solod occur in complexes. He also described two types .of solonetz depending on source of salts: 
uniform and complex. Unifonn. solonetz develop in :old ponded areas usually from parent 
materials of heavy clay, either oflacustrine 0r alluvial origin. Complex solonetz, the most 
commoa,-develop because of capillary rise Of salts from the water table and occur as "solonetz-
complex''. 
Kelley (1934) empbasiml the role Of soluble ult composition in the process of 
soloni7.ation. The presence of-soluble calcium salts--tends to prevent the saturation of the soil 
exchange .complex with.sodium. As was shown by.Russian investiptors, solonetz forms ftom 




208A. (ICaurichev et al., 1989). .Sources of sodium salts vary depending on local conditions. 
Neutral sodium salts (chlorides and sulfates) are derived ftom sedimentary parent rock, canied 
r- into the toil by atmospheric dust, precipitation, or by saline ground water (ROde, 1955). A 
prinoip8l way in which aJkaline sodium salts (soda) form-in soils is a reaction.between soluble 
sodium salts and calcium cmbonates (CaCO,) (Kelley, 1951). Later studies proposed the 
· importance of biological formation -of soda (Wbittig and Janitzky; 1967) in water-logged soils 
with high water tables and high organic matter. ·Rode (19SS) re'ported positive relationships -








soda accaum1Jations. .Soil microorganisms reduce sulfate to sulfide. . Sulfides of calcium, 
magnesium and sodium upon·hydrolysis give corresponding hydroxides, which upon reacting 
with ~O,give calcium, magnesium and sodium bicarbonates. ·Sodium. bicubonate rmurins 
·soluble ad moves·with capillary water .. and accumulates as water evaporates ·trom the soil 
lurface. ·Loas.of carbon.dioxide(COi) results in formation of soda. 
Other research ·suggests that several processes intluencethe formation of natric (sodic) 
horimns in soils (Lewis.·et al., 1959; Wilding, 1963; Munn~aad Boehm, 1983; Johnson et al.; 
198S;lleid·et·al.,1993). Lewis et al, (1959), Munn and Boebm(1983), and Johnson et al., 
(198S)·studied systeJlls .in which water tables did not play a role in solonetz soil formation. Munn 
,wf Boehm .(1983)~8howed that .ill the Northern Great Plains (Montana), 101onimtion is driven by 
reduced infiltration aDcl,subsurface salty water :movement in respome to matric ·and osmotic 
,_ potentiatpadients. The process happens at an elevated point in.tbe.tm.ahale boundary where the 
ant\Ual wetting fi'ont readled into the salty calcareous shale. Walding (1963), in studying 
solonemc soils in~ found tbat .. dift'eremial redistribution.of soluble sodium ftom 
r weatheriug·of sodium-rich fek1spm in non-saline .1oess.·is responsible for. aoclium.10011n•lation 
in the soils. Locahtistribution .of aoloaetz soils was ·.con-elated with more ·permeable tiU zones 
'Within the relativoty,impervioua~underlyiog J1linojan till paleosol. .. Otbef studies coucludechhat 
1 ·natric horizons form tbrOugh deposition .of salt dust fi"om nead>y Piayu (Ballantyne, 1978; 
Peterson, 1980; Reid at al., 1993). After deposition ·the alts ·and the clay ftom the dust are 
·moved downward -and .aCCU1D\1late in the subsoil to ··form a natric ~horizon. 
These theories:have.one'thina in common: to evolve the unique structure.and properties 
of iodic . ms, a large proportion of sodium is·needed on -the exchange complex. Cation 
,exchange reactions lead to todium eventually occupymg a significant part ofthe excbaop 
7 
r-. 
complex (IS% and more). The sources of sodium and.processes that result in acaunnlation of 
sodium in upper soil horizons are different for various locations. (Theories of genesis for sodic 
soil must reBect local climate, landfo°' and material in·wbidi· the. soil formed.) For most sodic 
soils, sodicityis a naturalphenomenon related to the nature of the.parent material and subsequent 
·pedogenic processesdected by.the interplay of moisture·and temperature. ·These processes are 
responsible· for.differentiating the soil profile into layers (horizons) ... There are also sodic soils 
:where sodicity arises from anthropogenic proceases and is called secondary solonization or 
salinization. .Irrigation without proper·drainap, ·forest clearing, .and .other land mmagement 
practices•that .can lead to watedogin,g yield rapid and· secondary ·soloniation·or satiniaatioo 
(Levy, 2000). 
Murphy and Daniel (1935) proposed a model for the genesis of.sodic toils in central 
.- ·Oklahoma. The presence of alkali spots is believed to be due to.¥CUJD1dation ofsodium salts in 
the sediments laid down by receding sea, u the waters in the deeper surface reservoirs 
evaporated as ca result of arid conditions .(Mmphy and Daniel, 1935). Later work at Oklahoma 
State Univenity on sodic soils of north central Oklahoma SQgested the foUowing somces of 
sodium: 1) outoropping ground water which· is high in soluble salts &om Jooalimd evaporates 
(Stewart, 1969), and 2)in situ weathering of sodium-rich feldspars(Bakhtar, 1973). Reed 
.(1962) and •Chotivanicll (1972) • . rted that the saline -eJb1i ;soils of Oklahoma usuall . repo . . . . .Y 
occumd in l'e$pODSe to one or more of the following proceases: (I) .detrital ·salts in soils formed 
·&om alluvium or the deposits of salts on the 8ood plains ofthe Arbmas River;· {2) by 
evaporation of saline water from.a perched water table above an impervious·subsoil; (3) sodic 
spots·that.occur.in.looal -areas.of·soil.parent material of saline-alka1i ·Permian.and Pennsylvanian 




by use of saline irrigation water. According to Reed (1962),the Salt Fork oftbe Arkansas River, 
the Cimarron River east of Enid, and the FJm Fork of the Red River are sal~ and the salt is 
derived from rocks in the drainage basins of these rivers. 
Mechanism.for. Clay Dispersion 
Hydrated ·monovalent cations such u sodium, that are.not ·tishd.Y held ·by the clay 
·enhance day.dispersion ·(Knodel, 1991 )~ ·Dispersion is the repulsion.Qf.neptively .chafged soil 
particles. Dispersed soils erode quickly because individual clay particles are easily transported 
by wind and water. The classic approach presents clay dispersion as a combination of sodicity 
(relative amount .of sodium ions versus calcium .and··DUlglleSium ·ions (ROdhun adsorption ratio)) 
and electrolyte concentration (amount of soluble salts in Sl>il) in toil-pore water. Soil sodicity is 






- (meq.JJ) for a soil•water extract. The electrolyte .concentration is a ineasure 
of soil salinity ftom a soil-water extract and expressed as electrical conductivity (EC; 
decisiemens per meter ( dslm)) .(Richards, ·1954). Salt ·.preventa soil.particles ftom dispersing. 
Another measure of disperal>ility of soils ·if exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP), a function 
of relative concentration of sodium on the·.oll excbange complex•compand.to the·total amount 
of charge on the exchange complex (McBride, 1994). If greater than 6% of the scbange 
, complex is occupied by sodium ions clay }>articles start to disperse. -IfESP is greater than 15%, 
r"/ almost all clay particles disperse. Obtaining reliable exchangeable ion data .is difficult,· and SAil 










SAR and EC values for soils provide a basis for evaluation of the structural stability of 
,sodium affected soils: ,a threshold concentration curve partitions chemical conditions that 
destabilize soil structure ftom those under which structure is stable (Curtin et al, .1995). Each 
soil bas a unique relationship producing values of sensitivity to sodicity. In the US, soils with 
SAil values of more than 13 and EC less than 4 decisiemens/meter (dshn) are considered 
dispersive. ·In Australia, much lower values for SAil compared to the US were adopted (Naidu 
et-81., 1993). Factors that might account for different sensitivities are soil texture, bU1k density, 
.or carbonates .. Sensitivity of soils to Imp amounts of sodium and low ·electrolyte conceatrations 
increased witlt increasing bulk density and day content (Frenkel et al., ·t 978). Clay, minerals 
··found comm.only associated with dispersive soils are S1lleCtite and illite (Frenkel and Meiri, 
_.r-. · · l98S). · 'The type of clay mineral also influences the response of soils to aodic conditions. .Soils 
with Jmp.·amounts·ofexpanding. 2: 1 layer silicates are the most unstable (dispersive) white.toil 
biglt in kaolinite:aad seaquioxides are stable(-) (McNealand Coleman, 1966; 
:-S Yaron and Tomas, 1968). Acidic kaolinitic are insensitive to chansesin soilsodicity. However11 
with addition of smectitic impurities to these soils, suscepttl>ility to sodic conditions ·increased 
markedly (Frenkel, et .at., 1978). Among the 2: 1. layer silicates, amectitic ,soils have greater 






,Sodic .soils containins ·minerals that readily release soluble .electrolytes.like.gypsum 
(CaS0•.2 HiO).for. example, ·are less dispersible when 1eaCbed because they ·will ~maintain 
·relatively high alt concentrations in soil IOlutions (Alperovich et al., 1981 ). Dispersion is 
limited in calcium sulfate saturated soils because sulfate maintains a biglt electrolyte 




et al., 1978) which prevents dispersion in some sodic ·soils. High-charge cations such as 
ah11ninum also promote flocculation (McBride, 1994). The presence of Mi+, compared to ea2+, 
enhances clay dispersion in toils with mixed (Ali et al., 1987, Yousaf et al., 1987), kao1initic 
(Emerson and Smith, :1970) and illitic mineralogy· (R.engasamy et ·al., 1986) .... Jn some kaolinitic 
soils, the adverse effect ofMg2+·has.not been noted (Levy et al., 1919). Elevated exdvmpble 
Mi+ levels can cause deterioration of soil ·structure resulting in development ofmagnesium-
solonetz (Ellis and Caldwell, 1935)· .. Furthermore,. aggregates saturated with Na+ and~ 
disperse at lower ESP than those saturated with Na+ and Ca2+ (Emerson and Bakker, 1973; Ali et 
al., 1987). In calcareous soils, the presence of Mi+ en~ the dissolution of calcium 
carbonate, thereby producing electrolytes ·that· prevent .day .·dispersion. Soil ·organic matter 
(SOM) acts as a bonding agent in soils. ··SOM inbibitsloil aggregate breakdown. Increased 
,-..... amounts of SOM seem to promote resistance to -e.conditions .. 
Arora and Coleman (1979)observed that increasing pH resulted-in increuins dispersion 
;-"", 
! in soils and Suarez et al. (1984) augested that soils with large amounts of.variable charge 




The·suscepttDility of soclic soils to .dispersion depends on s<>i1 texture. ·Soils ·with 10 to 
~ 300A. clay .are the most susceptll>le .to dispersion. Wtth increasing day content, soil structure is 
,.,.._. 
more stable and in soils with Jess than 100..4 clay, the amount .of clay available to disperse and 
dog soil pores was limited. 
Agronomic.Properties of Sodic Soils . 
Under intensive cu1tivation, soils lose.a ·large proportion of organic matter content 




many soils have been shown to become more sensitive to the.adverse effect of sodium whether 
introduced in.irrigation.water or originally present in the soil. This increased sodium sensitivity 
results in soils with poor physical conditions which are prone to seal formation and erosion 
(Sumner, 1998). Deep fertile soils are transformed into eroded and less productive soils. Sodic 
soils usually have poor·physical and ·chemical properties, particularly when the electrolyte or 
dissolved salt concentiation of the soil solution is inadequate to compensate for the eflects of 
exchangeable sodium on-the swelling and dispersion of clay (Oster et al., 1995). 
A commonly encountered physical problem associated with sodicity on croplands is slow 
·water .in61tration, ·which results in poor soil water stomp and .the need to irrigate more 
:ftequently (MCKen7Je et 111., 1993). When sodic mils are wet, problems of slow 0waterentry into 
the soil anchlow mtemal:drainap, poor aeration, traf&cability and compaction commonly occur 
beeause oflow soil hydraulic conductivity (Ford et .al., 1993). Soils high in sodium are dit1icult 
to tilland germination of-seedlings are restricted (TISdall and Adern, 1988). Excess sodium on 
the exchange complex imparts structural instability to the soil givins. poor physical properties. 
The intiltration rate and permeability of soils affected by sodium is reduced. For this reason the 
surface layers remain nearly saturated for prolonged periods following irrigation or rain resulting 
inUmporary anaerobic· conditions. 
Increased amounts· of sodium in soil causes deficiencies of calcium in p1ants· (Sumner, 
2000). Sodic soil conditions affect plant growth and crop yield by deoreasiag aolubility and 
availability of nutrients suCb as zinc, phosphorus, and iron due to high pH, calcium carbonate, 
~~ and soluble biocatbonate (HCO, j, and carbonate (C0,2-) (Chhabra, 1996). Sodic.soils .are 
generally deficient in available nitrogen (Rao and Batra, .1983). .Plant population decreases 






crop production, exchangeable sodium percentage{BSP) of the.soil, .must be below 15 often 
requiring application of amendments (Sumner, 2000). 
Most ~ are those materials that directly supply soluble calcium for the 
replacement of excbangeable ;sodium. Sodic soils are reclaimed by chemical amendments, 
drainage, cropping, and .tillage operations. ·Chemical amendments such as gypsum, calcium 
chloride, hydratecUime ·have been .used fonnany years for the tr.,.,,,,. of croplands etTected by 
sodium ·(Abrol, et .i., 19U). 
PR*llCe of sodium cmbonate in sodic soilS results in the formation of soluble sodium 
- phosphates and correlates.with e1ectrica1 conductivity (EC) and soluble phosphorus status 
(Chhabra wl Abrol, 1981). If a toil «>ntain8 sipiticant ammlQts of sodium .earbeaate (and .00 
soluble phosphorus), mostof:the soil calcium is in the· calcium carbonate form anchtot.availabJe 
.;Q to the plants.reallting·ia.cre,p failures. · :Applica1ienof 111 amendment .Jib .lJYPSUlllto.improve . 
sodic soils, results in convention of the soluble sodium phosphates to less tolub1e calcium 
phosphates. Chhabra and Abrol (1981) observed that Cl'OJ>•.·arown in recently.redaimed IOdic 




availability ofphoaphoms. . 
Proper choice. of crops during nclamation of sodic soils is important. Crops tolerant to 
excess exdvmgoable sodium are available. The effects of varying levels of~ sodium 
in6uences the performance of crops and JDUch variation visits in the tolerance.of crops ·to sodic 
conditions (Abrol, et al., 1981; Chhabra et al .. , 1979). Rice and ·dbaindta (sesbania aculeata), . 
appear to be·tolerant. ·Wheat, barley,.oats, cotton;·sugarcane and bajra (pennisetum typhoideum), 
are·moderately tolerant and legume crops like muh. (pbaaeo1us DJDSO), lentil (lena esculeatum.1 






(Kumar and AbrOl, 1986;). Grasses are in general more tolerant of sodic conditions than most 
field crops. ·Grasses that are reported to be tolerant to sodicity are Kamal grass (Diplacbne 
tbsca), -Rhodes 8l'UI ·(Chloris pyana), and Bermuda.(Cynodon dactylon) (Kumar and Abrol, 
· 1986)~ <Kamal grass is.succesatblly grown in soils of very high ESP (80-90). '·Cultivation of 
_grasses causes a continuous decrease in aodicity with time and an improvement in soil physical . 
properties because of the biological· action of grass roots. 
Un&vorable ·IOil conditions.(bigh.pH and high levels ofESP) in subsoil layers in sodic or 
partially reclaimed aodic soilsTeltrict l'oot penetration of crops to lower soil layers. Roots only 
.. penetrate the upper few centimeters dependins upon the ·ctearee of soil improvement. The 
amouutofsoilavailablefor·moi1tnre•atnction.followingirriptio1ul.,.....heceute.of 
eonfinement of crop roots to ·JUrlice layers of the soil 
··Theavailable water atom.p. capacity of tOdic soils is decreuecl boomJae _of lower soil 
moisture retention at low suction-values and higher.retention at higher suction values (Abrol-et 
al., 1988 and Sumner, 2000)~ .. The effective capacity ofsoils to supply water is fbrther reduced 
became of the poor soil hydraulic coaductivity of sodic soils which seriously limits water 
movement ftom lower soil layers to meet evapotnmspiration As a result,the.tupply of available 
--•-_.·for ft'l.Me a· . . . sh rapicly" _.. • . . ....... w....;._~ at ... 1..-~-!-.--1- Sodic-...;..~­"w : ..,.......... · DJHDI lei · · · 1111U reqmres •Wf'A~· llUUI I.a UJl.Q Ytlllt. : 'llUWt 
with limited root penetration, lowered capacity to store water in an available form, and poor 
. . 
tran •.·. •. -1...-~...:-... -.-...::...1. . A-,..___. ft.riaatinn than normal soils ·. SIDlll'OD~~~·· .. ., , more·. ~~·- ... ..,--"_ . . 
Engineering Properties of Sod.ic· Soils 
.Dispersive soils are subject to surface ·see•ing and CfUStins (ShainberJ 1984). Increased 
runoff from sodium rich soil results in severe rill and tunnel erosion on slopes and slumping of 




areas. Sodic soils with low wet bearing strength deform easily under pressure when wet, making 
site access difficult and such soils unsuitable for foundations. Soil strength,. settlement, and 
swelling are properties that affect .roads and streets because they influence eue of excavation, 
_;grading, and traffic supporting capacity (Sherard et al.,1977). 
The colloidal dispersibility of soil can be directly measured by the pinhOle test in which 
distilled water flows tbrouah the soil under a specific head (Sherard, 1976). Pinhole tests 
'limu1ate .a leak in a clay dam, ·imitate soil·behavior in the ·field, and ·provide reliable and 
reprodua"bleresults (Statton and Mitchell, 1991). However, prior to testing. samples should be 
· ·maintained at their natural moisture content because air-drying can cause some normally non-
.dispersiveclays to disperseduringthepinhole test(Shafer, 1971). Nictet (1977) indicated that 
.only the Emerson crumb test wl the pinhole test directly model the condition for clay dispersion . 
/""'- where shear stress applied by hydraulic flow must exceed ·the shear·strength of the zone· of 
expansion. 
One of the simplest tests is the crumb test (Emenon 1967), which can be used in the 
field. This test depends on the pH value of the pore water and may be influenced by the clay 
minerals present. Although the. crumb teat gives a good.indication of the potential eroctibility of 
·soils, -a dispersive soil sometimes may give -a non-dispersive.reaction.(Bell and Maud, 1994). 
··craft & Acciardi (t 984) found tbat the crumb test .and the. piDbole test at times yield contlicting 
. results for .the same soil. Subsequently, Gerber & Harmse (1987) showed that the crumb ~ the 
double hydrometer test, and tbe_pinhole test were unable ·to identify dispersive :soils when ftee 
salts were present in the soil-water.101ution, which is ftequently the case with sodium saturated 
. soils. Craft & Acciardi (1984) concluded that-pore water cation data.(SAR, ·alone) does not 






(plasticity index/clay content) does not necessarily provide a parameter for dimngni..._ 
between.dispersive and non-dispersive soils. There is 110 .direct correlation.~ dispcnivity 
as measured.by the crumb test and the·liquid limit, plasticity index, or lll10UDt ofclay in the·soil. 
Ricbie(1963) and Knodel(1991) set an arbitrary limit.equivalent to .300" dispersion (double 
hydr~ tent) of particles.smaller 0.005 .mm, -above ·which the aoi1 would be considered to be 
suscepttote to tunneling &ilw'e. According to Crouch et al. (1991 ), :subsequent experience with 
several soils ,confirmed 300/0 dispersion by the double hydrometer method to be auseable ·limit. 
BBi and Maud (1994) noted that dispersive sOi1s can present-problems in road 
construction on both the till and cut slopes. Use of ~e soils.in embankments is possible if 
dispersive material is covered with better.class ;material. ,Proper,,placement -and compaction of 
fill layers should be done with care to prevent abrinking and cradts .that create paths for erosion 
~ of dispersive soils. In areas where seepage ,and springs are located alODI ·thealipmftlt:,of a road 
embankment, tbat bas to be constructed of dispersive material, ;adequate IUbaoil drainage ii. 
necessary; otherwise the embanlanent could be jeopardized by the developmeat of.pi.ping, turme1 
~ and suDY•osion in the dispersive ·IOils that oould lead to 1he coJlaple oftOads. :Sherard ctal .. 
(1977) and Belland Maud (1994) noted that &ilw'e.of dams with dispersive soils can be 
·prevented if an.earth dam is .built_ with caretbl construction control andincorpontes.,filten. 
~ ··Taadanier .& Ingles (1985) proposed that soils ·used in earth dams should havo:less then 6% air 
voids and day content ·should exceed 2001' and the-liDear aluinkaae'should be less tban i%. 
Hydrated lime, gypsum and alnmimm> sulfate-have been used to treat dispersive clays 
used in earth dams. ·.Md>aniel and Deckei'.(1979) found that the.:addition of4 % by·mass of 
hydrated lime converted. dispersive soil to non-dispersive soil. However, lack ofhomopnous 







and Madcellar (1980) the use of hydrated lime for soil stabilization in dam construction have 
been avoided in South Aftica (Cape Province) Elandsjagt dam. Gypsum because of its relatively 
low cost and reasonable solubility in water in a powder form has been used as another.stabilizing 





SODIC soa CLASSIFICATION 
Introduction 
Twenty-three soil profiles (2m depth) were sampled as representative of the key soctic 
soils of Oklahoma as identified byNR.CS-USDA county soil maps (Table land Figure 1 ). 
llesource Soil Scientists NR.CS-USDA (R. Clay Wdson, Dwaine Gelnar,Jobn Haberer, and Rick 
McCright) assisted in selection and sampling of these sodic soils . 
In currently published county soil surveys {USDA-NR.CS) sixteen soil series are 
identified u natric (sodic) (containing dispersive subsoils when exposed at the ground surface). 
r- These .soils occur naturally in 40 ofthe 77 Oklahoma counties. Soil materials that are also 
- identified as dispersive indude "11icbpots". Initially the
 foDowina natric (sodic) . OOS wm:e 



















Fine-silty, mixed, .thermic G1ossic N.araqua1f 
Fine,. mixed, the.nnic Albie Natraqualf 
Fine, amectitic, thermic Typic Natrustoll 
Clayey/loamy, mixed, thermic Mollie ·Natruatalf 
Fine, smectitic, mesic Typic Natrustoll 
Fine, .smectitic, thermic Vertie Natnutoll 
Fine, mixed, tbermic V ertic Natraqualf 
Fine, smectitic, thermic Mollie Natmstalf 
F~ mixed, ·thermic Mollie Natrustalf 
Fme-silty, mixed, thermic G1ossic Natrudalf 
Fine-silty, mixed, thermic Typic Natrustalf 
Fine, mixed, thermic Mollie Natrustalf 
Fille11 mixed, thermic Typic Natrustoll 
Fine-silty, mixed, thermic Leptic NatrustoD 
Fine, mixed, thermic Aquic Natrustalf 
Fine, mixed, thermic Vertie Nat:rudalf. 
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Table 1. Site deacriptiau at loill almpl«t tor Ol>Ot Item #2140-dispenive soils. 
Site No. Soil mappifti uttit. Unit County ' 1Apl de8cripticn SOU Stir'WJY Adjacent soil Unit S)'Dlbol 
L .. • . ' Shtet#· ··~.. •,, '· -~· . - . .... . _.·,,. ._ .. 
l Bosville lltldy loam, 9 Choctaw SEl/4 NWI/4 Sec.20 34 Musko&eelilt 36 
4-8%slo0es T6SIUSE loam.. t-3% ilobes 
2 Parsens-Dwight PdB2 Pittiburg NWl/4 SEl/4 Sec.22 IS Panom silt loam, PIA 
coq>tex, 1-3% slopes, T8NR.14E O-l%slopes 
erocled 
3 Wms silt loam, 82 Le Flore SWl/4 SWI/4 Sec.16 10 Witter silt loam, 84 
0-2% slooea T9NIU4E .. 1-3%Slooes 
4 Wiit.er lilt loam, 83 LeFlore SWI/4 NEl/4 Sec.34 27 Win& Silt loam, 82 
0-1%11cmea 1'8Nll26B 0-2%slooll 
.... 
'° 
5 Bethany-Pawhuska 5 McClain NEl/4 SEl/4 Sec.1 14 Bethany silt IOIUll, 3 
•. 0-3%11cpe T7NIU\V 0-1%akl>es 
6 Lafe soils La Sequoyah NE1/4 NBl/4 sec. t 44 Stigler silt lOlin, SrB 
TllNIU4B l-3%slapes 
7 Panms-Carytown •ilt SS Muskogee SW1/4 NWl/4 Sec.4 38 Takti lilt loam, 10 
loam. 0-1 % ..,. Tl3NR.18! . 0-1% •looes 
8 J>wiaht·Panom Silt DwA .. SWl/4 NWt/4 Sec.20 SI Okemah lilt loam, OkB I 
IOIUU.. 0-1 % lk4>9 -- . T12Nlt121 0-1%s!Ooes 
9 Doolin-Pawhuska 51 Cleveland NBl/4 NBl/4 Sec.33 10 Doolitt silt loam, so 
comoln __ .. TlONRJW O-l%slooel 
10 Brewer-Dnunmond Bu Canadian NWl/4 SWl/4 Sec.19 10 Dale silt loam Da 
comolex Tl4Nlt9W 
11 Appenc:ll-Dwigbt 2 Osage NWl/4 NWl/4 Sec.21 8 . Foraktr-Shidlet 23 
complex, 0-3% l1opes T29Nlt7B COtq>lex, 12-25% 
.· . sloDel 
12 McClain·Dnunmond . 35 Otant NEl/4 NWl/4 Sec.II so McClaia silt loam 34 
silt loams, rarely T26Nll4W 
t1ooded . 
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Table l. Site _descripticm· ~.mt. sampled for Oi>oT ltan #2140-GspeniVe soils (con't.) . 
. 
Site No. Soil mappins unit Unit County Legal deacripticn Soil Survey Adjacent 80il Unit Symbol 
• • Sheet# . unit . .. 
13 Zaneis-lfulka 81 Payne NEl/4 NWl/4 Sec.10 14 Rmftow-Utban 80 
compleX, 1 •5% _IJ.opes T19NR2E land comptex., t-
5%•1oDes 
14 Doolin lilt loun 96 . Payne I Nl/2 NBl/4 Sec.2 17 Zaneis-Husb 12 
T19Nll4E compteX, l•S% 
1lopea ·. 
IS Okemah·Panam- 44 Tulsa 1!112 SEl/4 Sec.3 25 Dennis iilt loam, 13 
Clrytown complex,· Tl9Nll14B 3·S%slapes 
. 0-1 % sldDll 
16 Seminole loam, 78 Ptyile S 1/2 SEl/4 Sec.4 54 Chickuba- 11 
0-2%slopel T17Nll6B SmilJio1e compt-, 
2·5%alODIS 
~ 17 Hea1dtol1 silt loam 15 cart.et NEl/4 SWl/4 Sec.35 31 Watonp silty clay 43 
T3SR.2E 
18 Zaneis-Wmg complex, ZwB Jefferson NWl/4 SWl/4 Sec.I 12 Zanies· Lucien- ZvD 
0-3%slopes T4SR.6W Vemoa 
usociatim, 
ro1limt 
19 Pott-Oscar complex Po Jeffetson SEl/4 SWl/4 Sec.26 19 Zanies-Wms ZwB 
T4Sll7W complex, 0-3% ..,.. 
20 Poard lilt loam, PaA Commkbe NEl/4 SBl/4 Sec.22 71 Foard and Tillmatt PtB 
0-1%sl0Del . TlNR.12W soils. 1-3% 1lapes 
21 Asa-Oscar complex Ax Tiltmatt SWl/4 SWl/4 Sec.3 18 Indiahoma silty lnC 
T1Sltl5W clay loam, 3-5% 
alonet 
22 St-Paul-Hinkle SbA Kiowa NEl/4 SBl/4 Sec.23 19 Carey-Hillkle CbD 
complex, 0-1 % slopes TlNll17W complex, 1-S% 
•looes 
23 Rmftow-Hinkle 47 Grady NEl/4 NWl/4 Sec.19 21 Rmftow silt loam, 44 




Soil series and county: 
1 - Bosville, Choctaw Co. 
2 - Dwight, Pittsburg Co. 
3 - Wing, Le Flore Co. 
4 - Wister, Le Flore Co. 
5 - Pawhuska, McClain Co. 
6 - Lafe, Sequoyah Co. 
7 - Carytown, Muskogee Co. 
8 - Dwight, Okmulgee Co. 
9 - Doolin, Cleveland Co. 
10 - Drummond, Canadian Co. 
11 - Dwight, Osage Co. 
12 - Drummond, Grant Co. 
13 -Huska, Payne Co. 
14 - Doolin, Payne Co. 
15 - Carytown, Tulsa Co. 
16- Seminole, Payne Co. 
17 - Healdton, Carter Co. 
18 - Wing, Jefferson Co. 
19 - Oscar, Jefferson Co. 
20-Foard, Comanche Co. 
21 - Oscar, Tillman Co. 
22 - Hinkle, Kiowa Co. 







Figure 1. Sampling locations for sodic-dispersive (natric) soils in Oklahoma. 
-, 
; 'f 
The counties contain a range in aerial extent of sodic soils ftom 0.1 to 36% (Table 2 and 
Figure 2). The counties containing dispersive soils are divided into the southeast: Pottawatomie, 
- . . . . rl.· .. ~ . . 
Pontotoc,· Seminole, Coal, H11gbe.t, Pittsburg,·Melntosb, -Latimer, Haskell,- Sequoyah, LeFlore; 
northeast: Payne, Osage, Washington, Tulsa, Rogers, Craig, Wagoner, ~ Muskogee; 
northwest: Kay, Noble, Grant, .Alfalfa, :Garfield, Blaine, Kingfisher,· Canadim>, Oklal1oma; 
southwest: Kiowa, Caddo, Grady, McClain, Cleveland, Comanche, Tillman, ·Cotton, Jefferson, 
Carter, Love .. The .dispersive soils .are found in. several ·ditfeleat.landscape positions and form in 
several ·different parent materials (sediments) (Table 3). Subsoil (B horimns) soil tatures are 
usually clayey(l l of 15}or silty (4 of 15). Surfilce soil textures are typically a lilt loam (13 of 







(horiz.ons). Sodic IOils are.usually deep and contain&~watertable.withinthe soil (Table 4). Six 
of the fifteen dispersive soils are only found in one .quadrant in Oklahoma~ The Bonn Series is 
found in Wagoner County only (northeast), the Wakita series ia found .in Grant County only 
(northwest~ the Lafe and Wmg series in the southeast, and the Foard and Healdton Series in the 
southwest. 
Soil ·Taxonomy of Sampled Soils 
The dauification of sampled soil• wu detenninedbased .on data ftom the Sb1dy using 
the most cumnt Soil Taxonomy (Soil Survey Stafl:.1999). Out of23 toilS sampled, S were not 
placed in a natric ·(aodic) Great Group category (Table S). Four of these aOils are ftom eastern 
Oklahoma: Bosvillo (Choctaw Co.), ·Dwiaht (Pittsbursh Co.), Dwipt (Okmulgee Co.), 
Carytown (Muskogee Co.). These soils had SAR greater than.or equal to 13 but were below the 
specified taxonomic .depth, or bad SAR. less than 13 ·through the required thickness (criteria for 
classifying horizon as natric). 
22 
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t.i>le 2.. Soil mapping µnits containing Sodic soils ill Oklahoma Counties. J. 
SERIES COUNTY- MAPUNITN~&CODB ACRES %
1 
Bonn Wagoner Bonn silt loam, clayey subsoil variant (Bv) 561 0.2 
. Carytown Coal Carytown silt toam, thin_ surface_ (Ca) 
Carytown Coal Lightening - CarytoWll cmpx (Lg) . 
5105 1.S 
4125 1.2 
Carytown Craig Carytown silt loam, thin surface (Ca) 904 0.2 
Carytown . Craig Lightening - Carytown cmpx (Lg) S91S 1.2 
Carytown Muskogee Parsons -·Carytown silt loam, 0-1% slopes (SS) 1960 0.4 
Carytown Mclntosh Carytowtt silt loam, 0-1 % slopes ( 4) 790S 1.7 
Carytown Mcintosh Carytown silt loam, 1-3% slopes, eroded (S) 6270 1.4 
CarytoWt1 Mcintosh Carytown - Burwell cmpx, 0-3% slopes (6) 2025 0.4 
Carytown Osage Dennis • Carytown cmpx, 1-5% slopes (17) 43981 3.0 
CarytoWlt C>sage Parsons • Carytown cmpx, 0-3% slopes ( 49) 22009 1.S 
Carytown Pottawatomie Carytown silt loam,_ 0-1 % slopes (S) 1290 0.3 
Carytown Seminole Okemah - Carytown cmpx, 0-2% slopes (32) 1720 0.4 
Carytown Tulsa Denilis - Carytown cmpx, 1-3% slopes (15) 
Carytown TUisa Okemax - ParsottS - Carytown cmpx, 0-1 % stope ( 44) 
20485 S.4 
28310 1.S 
Doolin Cleveland Doolin - urban tand - Pawhuska cmpx (49) SS1S 1.6 
t! Doolin Cleveland Doolin silt loam (SO) 
. Doolin Clevetand Doolin - Pawhuska cmpx (S 1) 
6129 1.7 
3857 1.1 
Doolin Payne l>oolin sih loam, 0-20.4 slopes (96) 4025 0.9 
Drummond Alfalta Brewer - Drummond cmpx (Bu) 7630 1.4 
Drummond AlfaHi . Drummond soils 2685 o.s 
Drwniiiond AHWta · Drummond •Pratt cmpx 1470 0.3 
Drummond Canadian Brewer-~ DrWnmond Cttipx {Bu) 3500 0.6 
Drummond Garfield Drummond soils (Dr) 3803 0.6 
Drummond Grant Drumlnond loam, saline, rarely fto«>ded (8) 
Dnimmond · Grant McLain - Drummond silt loam' tarely flooded (3S) 
Drwnmond Kingfisher Drutrlmond soils (Dr) 
~ond Osage Mason .. Drummond cmpx,_0-1% slopes (33) 
Drummottd Noble : · ·. Caluntet - Drunttnond_-silt loams, 0-1 % slopes (Ca) 
2026 0.3 
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Tal>l~ ~. _ S9U mapping units colltairling sodic soils in Oklahoma Counties~ ( con=ti· 
SERIES COUNTY MAP UNIT NAME & CODE 
Dwight Okmulgee Dwight - Parsons silt loams, 0-1 % slopes (DwA) 
Dwight Osage Apperson - Dwight ctnpx, 0-3% slopes (2) 
Dwight Osage Wolco •Dwight cmpx, 0-3% slopes 
Dwight Pittsburg Dennis-Dwight cmpx, 2-S% slopes, severely eroded (Dn3) 
Dwight Pittsburg Parsons - Dwight cmpx, 1-3% slopes, eroded (PdB2) 
Dwight Pontotoc Dwight silt loam, 0-1% slopes (DwA) 
Dwight Rogers Dwight silt loam, 0-1% slopes (DwA) 
Dwight Washington Dwight - Parsons silt loams, 0-1 % slope (DwA) 
Foard Caddo Foard silt loam, 0-1% slopes (FoA) 
Foard Comanche Foard silt loam, 0-1% slopes (FoA) 
Foard Comanche Foard and Tillman sails, 1-3% slopes (FtB) 
Foard Comanche Foard slicbpots ctnpx, 0-1% slopes (FsA) 
Foard Comanche Foard slickspots cmpx, 1-3% slopes (FsB) 
Foard Comanche La\\'ton - Foard cmpx, 3-5% slope (UC) 
Foard Cotton Foard silt loam, 0-1 % slopes (FoA) 
Foard Cotton Foard- slickspots cmpx, 0-1% slopes (FsA) 
Foard Cotton ~oard- sliclcspots cmpx, 1-3% slopes (FsB) 
Foard Cotton Foard cl Tillman silt loams, t-j% slopes (FtB) 
Foard Kiowa Foard silt loam, 0-1% slopes (FdA) 
Foard Tillman Foard silt loam, 0-1 slopes (FdA) 
Foard Tillman Foard - Hinkle cmpx, 0-1 % slopes (FhA) 
Foard Tillman Tillman cl Foard soils, 1-3% slopes (TtB) 
Foard Woods Foard clay loam 
Healdton Carter Healdton silt loam (15) 
lfinkle Canadian Grant - Hinkle cmpx, _ 1 ~3% slopes (OhB) 
Hinkle Canadian Kirtdand-Hinkle ctnpx, 0-3%.stopes (KsB) 
Hinkle Kiowa Carey - Hinkle cmpx, 1-5% slopes (CbD) 
Hinkle Kiowa St-Paul .. Hinkle cmpx, 0-1% slopes (SbA) 
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Table 2 .. Soil mappilJg units~ sodic soils in Oklahoma Counties._(CQl5.)"1 
SER.JBS COUNTY MAP UNIT NAME -LCODB 
Hinkle Tillman Foard-Hinkle cmpx, 0-1%·slopes (FbA) 
~e Tdlman St. Paul - Hinkle cmpx, 0-1 % slopes (StA) 
Hinkle Til1man St. Paul - Hinkle cmpx, 1-3% Slopes (StB) 
Hinkle Ttlhmin Tillman - Hinkle cmpx, 1-3% slopes (TbB) 
Hinkle Gtady tlen&ow - Hinkle cnipx, 1-3% slc>pes 
Huska Cleveland R.enftow- Huska cmpx, 1-S% slopes, eroded (6S) 
Huska Cleveland llen&ow - lmska cmpx, 1-5% slopei (66) 
Huib CleVelatid Rermow ·Urban land-Huska ctnpx, 1-S% slopes (69) 
Huska Cleveland Grant - Huska cmpx, 1-S%. slopes (84) 
Huska Cleveland Grant - Urban land-Huska cmpx, 1-5% slopes (88) 
Huska Payne Zaneta -.Huska cmpX; 1 .. s% slopes (11) 
Huska Pa}'ne . Huska silt loam, t-3% slopes (81) 
Late Sequoyah Lafe soils (La) 
Oscar Grant Oaur - Grant cmpx, frequently flooded, 0-12% Slope (38) 
Oscar Jefferson Port • Oscar cmpx (Po) 
Oscar Payne Port- Oscar cmpx, OCcUsioitally flooded (39) 
Oscar Tillman Ashport - Oscar cmpx 
Pawhuska Cleveland Doolin - Urban land-Pawhuska cmpx, 0-3% slopes (149) 
Pawhuska Cleveland Doolin - Pawhuska cmpx, 0-3% slopes (Si) 
Pawhuska Cleveland Bethany • Pawhusb cmpx, 0-3% slopes (S2) 
Pawhuska Cleveland Doolin - Pawhuska cmpx, 0-3% slopes eroded (SJ) 
Pawhuska Grant Kirkland - Pawhuska silt loams, 0-2% ilopes (31) 
Pawhuska Grant . . . ltetttow -Pawhuska cmpx, 2-5% &I~, eroded (SO) 
Pawhusb McClain Bethany -Pawhuska cmpx, 0-2% slopes 
Pawhuska 0..., Cotbin - Pawhuska cmpx, 1-5% slopes (12) 
Pawhuska ()sap Norge .. PawhuSb cmpx, 1-S% slope; ( 43) 
Seminole l'ayne Seminole loam, 0-2% tlopeS (78) 
Seminole Payne . . . . Seminole loam, 2-S% '1.opes, eroded (79) 
Seminole Pottawatonii.,_ SemillOle loam, 0-2~ slopes (39) 
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Table 2. Soil mapping units 00,ntainini SOdic soils in Oklahoma CotJDties._{<;9n=t. >=~~~~-
SElUES COuNt'Y _ . MAP UNIT NAME& CODB 
Seminole Pottawatomie· Seminole loam, 2-5% slopes ( 40) 
Seminole Seminole Senlinole loam, 1-3% slopes (37) 
Seminole Seminole. Seminole loam, 2-5% slopeS, eroded (38) 
Seminole Seminole · · Seminole, Cbiskuha; and Prue soils, 2-8% slopes, 
severely eroded (39) 
Seminole Seminole Seminole-Oowton cmpx, 0-1i-1ct slopes (40) 
Wakita Grant Kingfisher-Wakita silt loams, 1-3% slopes (27) 
Wakita Grant Kingftsher-Wakita silt loams, 2-5% slopes eroded (28) 
Wmg Caddo Grant-Wmgcmpx, t-S%81opes(OwC) 
Wmg Haskell Counts-Wing cmpx, l-3% slopes (CwB) 
Wmg Jeffetson Zaneil*' Wing cmpx, 0-3% slopes (ZwB) 
\Vmg Latiinet Counts-Wing cmpx, 1-3% slopes (18) 
Wmg teFlore Wms silt loam, 0-2"A slopes (82) 
Wmg Haskell Counts-Wing cmpx, 1-3% slopes (CwB) 
WtSter Latimer . Wister silt loam, 1- 3% slope (46) 
Wister LeFtore Wister silt loam, 0-1 % slopes (83) 
~ Wuter LeFtote Wister silt loam, l-3% slope& (84) 
Wuter LePlore Wister silt loalli, 3-5% slopes (BS) 
Slidcspots Cominche Foatd - slickspots cmpx, 0-1 % stopes (FsA) 
Slicbpots Comanche Foard- slicbpots cntpx, 1-3% Slopes (FsB) 
Slicbpots Comanche Port - slickspots cmpx (Ps) 
. Slickspots Comanche. Zaneis - slickspots cmpx, 1-3% slopes (ZsB) 
Slickspots Comanche Slickspots 
Slickspots Garlield Kirkland - slicbpots cmpx, 0-1 % slopes (KsA) 
Slickspota Garfield Miller-slickspots cmpx (Ms) 
Slickspots Garfield lleinach - alickspots Clllpx (Re) 
Slicbpots Hughes Okemah • slickspots cmpx, 1-3% slopes (OkB) 
Sticbpots Hughes Okemah - slicbpots cmpx, 1-3% slopes, eroded (OkB2) 
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Table 2. Soil maOPina units containina SOdic soils in Oklahoma Counties. ( con=t. ).l 
SERIBS COUNTY MAP UNIT NAME & CODE 
Slickspots Cotton Foard- slickspots cmpx, 1-3% slopea (FsB) 
Slickspots Cotton Port- slickspots cmpx, (1Ps) 
Slickspots Cotton Zaneis - slickspots cmpx, l-3% sl (ZsB) 
Slickspots Kingfisher Kitigfisher - slickspots cmpx, 1-3% slopes (KhB) 
Slick:spots Kingfisher Kingfisher - slickspots cmpx, 3-5% slopes (KhC) 
Slickspots ICingfisher Norge - slickspots cmpx, 1 ·3% slopes (NsB) 
Slickspots Kingfisher Norse - slickspots cmpx, 3-S% slopes, eroded (NsC3) 
Slickspots Kingfisher Tabler- slickspots cmpx, (Ts) 
Slickspots Kay Lafette • slickspots cmpx, 3-5% slopes, eroded (L6C2) 
Slickspots Kay Lela - slickspota ctnpx (Le) 
Slickspots Blaine Kingfisher - slickspots cmpx, 1-3% slopes (KIB) 
Slickspots Blaine Leta, - wet slickspots cmpx 
Slickspots Blaine Leshara - stickspots cmpx 
Slickspots Love Slickspots & Salin~ land (Se) . 
~ 
Slickspots Oklahoma Norge • slickspots cmpx, 0-3% slopes (NsB) 
Slickspots Oklahoma llenftow ~ stickspots cmpx, 1-3% slopes, eroded (ltsB2) 
Natrusta1f Kiowa Natrustalf 
Oil-Waste lands Noble Oit waste land (OA) 
Oil-Waste lands Carter Oil-Waste lands (33) 
Oil-Waste lands Creek Oil-Waste lands (Oa) 
Oil-Waste lands Garvin Oil-Waste lands (SS) 
Oil-Waste lands Muskogee Oil-Waste lands ( 43) 
Oil-Waste lands Okmulgee Oil-Waste lands (Od) 
Oil-Waste lands Nowata Oil-Waste lands (Ow) 
Oil-Wute lands Payne Oil-Waste lands (99) 
Oil-Waste lands Osage Oil-Waste lands (44) 
Oil-Waste lands Stephens Oil-Waste lands (Ow) 
Oil-Waite lands Setninole Oil-Waste lands (29) 
Oil-Waste lands Tulsa Oil-Waste lands (38) 
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Table 2~e>!!~Pin&-~ ~ntaitling sodic soils in Oklahoma Counties. (con=t.f 
SEillES CClUNTY . MAP.UNIT NAME .t CODB ACllBS %
1 
· Oil-Waste lands ~ashihgton · Oil-~aste lands (Od) 2180 0.8 
Oil-Wute tailds HUgha . · Oil-Waste lands (od) 675 0.1 
Oil-Waste lands Kay · Oil-Waste.lands (Od) 1970 0.3 
Badland . . . Beckham . . . . Badland . .. . .. . . _ . . . . 4796 0.8 
1Logan. Jackson and OldUs~ counties contain sodic soils. Revised soil surveys yet to be published. 
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Figure t$l. The approximate area of sodic-dispersive (natric) soils in Oklahoma 
counties taken from USDA/NRCS county soil surveys. 
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Table 3. Parent materials and landscape positions of natric (sodic) soils in Oklahoma 
Soil Series Landscane Position Parent Material 
-- Bonn stream terrace/floodplains loess and/or alluvium 
Carytown upland alluvium/residuum (shale)/ colluvium/loess 
Doolin stream terrace alluvium/sandstone 
,- Drummond stream terrace/floodplain alluvium 
Dwight upland loess/ alluvium/ shale 
Foard upland/ stream terrace alluvium/shale 
.- Healdton floodplain alluvium 
Hinkle upland/stream terrace alluvium 
Huska upland shale/sandstone 
Lafe stream terrace loess/ alluvium 
Oscar floodplain alluvium 
Pawhuska upland shale/sandstone/loamy or clayey alluvium 
Seminole upland shale/loamy or clayey alluvium 
Wakita sideslope shale/sandstone 
Wing upland/stream terrace residuum/colluviurn/alluvium 
Wister upland shale 
30 
Table 4. Drainage and depth of sodic soils in Oklahoma. 
Soil Series DrainageH DeQth to rock 
Bonn poorly - drained deep (greater than 150 cm) 
Carytown poorly - drained deep (greater than 150 cm) 
Doolin well - drained deep (greater than 150 cm) 
Drummond somewhat poorly - drained deep (greater than 150 cm) 
Dwight mod. well - drained deep (greater than 150 cm) 
Foard mod. well - drained deep (greater than 150 cm) 
Healdton somewhat poorly - drained deep (greater than 150 cm) 
Hinkle mod. well - drained deep (greater than 150 cm) 
Huska mod. well - drained deep (greater than 150 cm) 
Lafe somewhat poorly - drained deep (greater than 150 cm) 
Oscar mod. well - drained deep (greater than 150 cm) 
Pawhuska mod. well - drained deep (greater than 150 cm) 
Seminole mod. well - drained deep (greater than 150 cm) 
Wakita mod. well - drained mod. deep (100 - 150 cm) 
Wing mod. well - drained deep (greater than 150 cm) 
Wister mod. well - drained deep (greater than 150 cm) 
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Table 5. Taxonomic classification of sampled soils based on data from the study. 
Site Taxonomic classification based on data from Soil Series 
# Soil Series the study (County) 
Bos ville 
I Cadeville Fine. mixed. thermic Albaquic Hapludalf (Choctaw) 
No known Dwight 
2 series Fine-siltv. mixed. thermic Aquollic Hapludalf (Pittsburg) 
No known Wing 
3 series Fine. kaolinitic. thermie Tvoie Natrudalf (Le Flore) 
No known Wister 
4 series Verv fine. vermieulitic, thermic Typic Hapludalf (Le Flore) 
No known Pawhuska 
5 sen es Fine. mixed. thennie Tvoie Natrustalf (McClain) 
No known Lafe 
6 series Fine. mixed. thermic Glossaauie NatrudalfD (Seauovah) 
Carytown 
7 Counts Fine, mixed. thermic Albaquie Paleudalf (Musko~ee) 
Dwight 
8 Mason Fine-siltv. mixed. thermic Pachie Argiudoll (Okmulgee) 
No known Doolin 
9 series Fine. mixed*. thennic Twic NatrustalfD (Cleveland) 
No known Drummond 
10 series Fine, mixed*, thermic Vertie Natrustoll (Canadian) 
No known Dwight 
11 series Fine. mixed, thermie Typic NatrustollD (Osage) 
No known Drummond 
12 series Fine-silty. mixed. thennic Typic Natrustoll (Grant) 
Huska 
13 Zaneis Fine-loamv. siliceous*. thermic Udie Ar_giustollD <Pavne) 




Fine. mixed. thermic Albaquic Paleudalfs 
Fine. smectitic. mesic Tvoic Natrustolls 
Fine. mixed. thennic Aauie Natrustalfs 
Fine. mixed, thermic Vertie Natrudalfs 
Fine. mixed, thermic Mollie Natrustalfs 
Fine-siltv. mixed. thermic Glossic Natrudalfs 
Fine. mixed. thermic Albie Natraqualfs 
Fine. smectitic. mesic Typie Natrustolls 
Fine. smectitic, thennic Twie Natrustolls 
Fine, mixed, thennie Mollie Natrustalfs 
Fine, smectitic, mesic Twic Natrustolls 
Fine. mixed. thermic Mollie Natrustalfs 
Fine. mixed. thermic Mollie Natrustalfs 
w 
w 
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Table 5. Taxonomic classification of sampled soils based on data from the study. (con't.) 
Site Taxonomic classification based on data from 
# Soil Series the study 
14 Doolin Fine, smectitic*, thennic Typic NatrustollsD 
No known 
15 series Fine. venniculitic, thennic Typic Natrudoll 
16 Seminole# Fine. mixed*. thennic Tvoic Natrustoll 
No known 
17 series Fine. mixed*. thennic Typic Natrustalf 
No known 
18 series Fine-loamv. mixed. thermic Tvoic Natrustalf 
No known 
19 series Fine-loamy, mixed, thermic TVPic Natrustalf 
No known 
20 series Fine. mixed*. thermic Leotic Natrustalf 
21 Oscar Fine-silty, mixed*. thermic Typic Natrustalf 
No known 
22 series Fine. smectitic. thermic Tvoic Natrustoll 
23 Oscar## Fine-siltv. mixed*. thermic Typic Natrustalf 
# - The soil is Seminole if lower B had 35-50% clay 
##-The soil is Oscar ifC had 24-35% clay 


























Fine, smectitic, thermic Typic Natrustolls 
Fine. mixed. thennic Albie Natraoualfs 
Fine. mixed. thennic Typic Natrustoll 
Fine. mixed. thermic Vertie Natraoualfs 
Fine. mixed. thermic AQuic Natrustalfs 
Fine-silty, mixed, thennic Typic Natrustalfs 
Fine. smectitic, thennic Vertie Natrustolls 
Fine-silty, mixed. thennic Tvoic Natrustalfs 
Fine. smectitic. thermic Vertie Natrustalfs 
Fine. smectitic, thermic Vertie Natrustalfs 
-i 
However, these soils bad dispersive horizons (greater than 3001' dispersion ·based on double-
hydrometer test). Natric (sodic)·soils (as classified by Soil Survey Staft: 1999) also had one or 
more horizons that were not dispersive .. Thus, current soil taxonomy cannot be used to infer 
engineering capabilities of these soils. 
The soil sampled in Zaneis-Huska complex as Huska (Site 13, Payne Co.) was Zaneis 
(Fine-loamy, siliceous, thennic Udic Argiustoll) (Table 5), .which is not natric (sodic ). The 
distribution of sodic soils in complexes with other t10J1-;sodic soils bas not been determined (see 
Geographic Distribution of Sodic ·Soils section, p. 25). Site specific soil information must be 




SALIENT FIELD MORPHOLOGIC CIUTElUA FOil iDENTIFICATION OF SODIC SOILS 
Lack of Columnar Structure 
A·salient field criteria ·used·by soil scientists to identify sodic soils is cohm>nar soil 
structure at the top of the B horizon (upper. subsoil). 0n1y·2 of 23 sodic soils sampled exlnDited 
this columnar atucture. The soils with columnar structure are.m native pastunw which haven't 
been disturbed by tillap. ·AU other soils contained recent (within several years)·mdence of 
plowing for agricultural production. Lack of columnar structure in most sodic soils ._. 1) 
that columnar structure is destroyed.by surface tillage, 2) that columnar stmcture in sodic toils 
occurs wltere thele aoil surface horizom are pMtiae, .and 3) colJmmer .ltl'UetUN should notbe 
used·to identify all.sodic.·soils. 
A salient field.criteria which was present in the. majority of soctic soils sampled was ·gray 
accunalations (often referred to as cutans, ~bins") of lilt particles (lilt; "air plus "8ns'' equals 
r- sittans) as a "skin'' along the walls of prismatic soil .structure of the .Upper .·aubaoil (B horizon). 
i ' 
The si1tans aca1t1111late where water flow is concentrated .a1oag toil pores or walls and are 
accentuated ·by the dispersion of soil particles in .sodic soils. Siltans.are a better field 
morphologic indicator of sodic soil .conditions comparedto idemification of eohmmar stmcture. 
. Natric Horizon Identification 
Alhoils contained more iDuviated clay in the subsoil (B horizon) compared to the 
r- surface horizon (A horizon) (Table· 6). When there is a clayey B horizon and it also contains 
sodium and. is dispersive thele soils are termed uatric. Natric horizons are slowly permeable to 
























Table 6. ·Rans!· for clay content and bulk density for soils in the study. 
· % glay (less tbtp 0.002 mm) bulk 4enm £a/s•3l 
Site Soil Series Range for 
# (county sampled) B horizon A horizon B horizon 
I ·BolVille (Choctaw) 30.1-43.6 6.4 l.71- 1.83 
.2 Dwight ·(Pittsburg) 32.6-46.7 21.S 1.64-1.88 
3 Wms (Leflore) 43.6-47.9 13.3 1.77-1.95 
4 Witter (Leflore) Sl.0-72~9 16.0 1.54-1.88 
5 Pawhuab (McClain) 37.3 -46.0 18.2 1.51-1.72 
6 Lafe(Sequoyab) 38.5-42.6 18.3 1.75-1.93 
7 Carytown (Muskogee) 36.9-43.9 11.9 1.52-1.89 
8 Dwight (Olcmulgee) 26.8-33.6 11.3 1.15 -1.51 
9 Doolin(Qeveland) 37.8-42.1 12.9 1.71-2.00 
10 Drummond (Canadian) 23.3-55.8 31.5 1.79-1.82 
11 Dwight (Osage) 44.2-555 33.7 1.79-1.82 
12 Drummond (Grant) 29.3-40.2 30.0 1.41-1.76 
13 Huab(Payne) 26.7-30.6 15.4 1.62-1.18 
14 Doolin (Payne) 27.2-42.6 ll.3 1.52-l.91 
IS Carytown (Tulsa) 27.3-48~0 16.3 1.79-1~94 
16 Saminole·•(Payne) 20.3-41.8 11.S 1.61-1~87 
17 Healdton (Carter) 42.1-49.S 11.3 1.83-2.06 
18 Wmg (Jefferson) 20.8-34.0 9.4 1.86-1.99 
19 Oscar (Jefferson) 22.1-24.4 16.5 1.60-1.99 
20 Foard (Comanohe) 40.6-45.1 19.6 1.74-1.78 
21 Oscar (Tdlman) 25.6-41.1 19.2 1.73 -l.86 
22 Hinkle (Kiowa) 23.8-52.9 19.3 1~62- 1.84 




iron-manganese concretions. These redoximorpbic features indicate soil horizons with slow 
permeabilities which are produced ftom soil sodicity. 
Parent Material and Landscape Position 
Parent materials of the ·sodic toils sampled are listed in Table 7. Most of the soils (17 out of 23) 
were formed in alluvium (unconsolidated material), mainly in stream deposits. Beneath the 
alluvium Pennsylvanian or Pennianrock·occurred in eastern and western Oklahoma, 
respectively. Several sodic soils (WtSter in·LeFlore Co., Dwight in Okmulgee Co., Dwight in 
Osage Co., Huska in Payne Co., Wmg in Jefferson Co., Hinkle in Grady Co.) were formed in 
residuum (sedimentary rock, consolidated material) - shale, sandstone, or limestone (Table 7). 
Soils were on ·nearly level or gently sloping uplands, terraces, or floodplains. Sodic soils are 
dispenive and easily eroded. · Sodic soils :persist on relatively level 1ndscapes that are less 
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Table 7. Parent Materials of Soils Sampled for ODOT Item #2140-Dispersive Soils. 
Soil mapping Parent Geologic 
Site No. unit Countv material funnation EQuivalents Group 
Bosville sandy Unnamed· 
loam, 1-4% high terrace 
1 slooes Choctaw alluvium deposits 
Parsons-Dwight Unnamed-
complex, 1-3% high terrace 
2 slopes eroded Pitts bur a alluvium deoosits 
Wing silt loam, terrace 
3 0-:ZO/o slope Leflore atluviurn deoosits 
Wister silt loam, McAlester 
4 0-1%slooes Leflore residuum fonnation Krebs 
Hethany-
Pa\\huska Unnamed-
complex, 0-3% high terrace 
s slooes McClain alluvium deoosits 
Unnamed-low 
terrace 
6 Lafe !!Oils SCQuovah alluvium denosits 
Parsons-
C,arytown silt Unnamed-low 
loam, 0-1% terrace 
7 slopes Musko2ee atluvium deposits 
Dwight-Parsons 
silt loams, 0-1 % We\Wka 
8 slopes Okmul2ee residuum funnation Nowata shale Marmaton 
Doolin- Unnamed-
Pa\\huska high terrace 
9 complex Cleveland alluvium deoosits 
Brewer- Unnamed-low 
Drummond terrace 
10 complex Canadian alluvium deposits 
Apperson-
Dwight 
complex, 0-3% Red Eagle Council 
11 slopes Osue residuwn Limestone Grove 
McClain-
Drummond silt Unnamed-low 
loams, rarely terrace 
12 flooded Grant alluvium deoosits 
Huska silt loam, Wellington 





Epoch• Period* Era* unit Eauivalents Group Epoch* Period* Era• 
Dakota 
Pl 0 c Gra'\l!IOft shale Sandstone Washita Comanche Cr M 
Thurman 
Pl Q 0 sandstone Cabaniss Pn p 
McAlester 
H Q c formation Krebs Pn p 
Pn p 
Hennessey Clear Fork 
Pl Q c shale Grouo (TI{) Pe p 
McAlc:ster 
H 0 c furmation Krebs Pe p 
Boggy 
H 0 c formation Krebs Pe p 
1>n p 
Hennessey .Clear Fork 
Pl Q c shale Group(TX) Pe p 
Dog Creek 
H 0 c shale El Reno Pe p 
Pn p 
Garber 





Table 7. Parent Materials of Soils Sampled for ODOT Item #2140-Dispersive Soils (cont. . 
Soil mapping Parent Geologic 
Site No. unit County material formation Eauivalenta GrOUD E1>00h* Period* Era* 
Unnamed-
high terrace 




complex, 0-1% high terrace 
IS sloocs Tulsa alluvium deoosits Pl Q c 
Unnamed-low 
Seminole loam, terrace 
16 0-2"/o slooe Pa}'Jle alluvium deoosits H 0 c 
Unnamed-low 
Healdton silt terrace 
17 loam Carter alluvium deposits H 0 c 
Zaneis-Wing 
complex, 0-3% Wichita 
18 slopes Jefferson residuum fonnation Garber sandstone Pe p 
Unnamed-low 
Port-Oscar terrace 
19 complex Jefferson alluvium deoosits H Q c 
Unnamed-low 
Foard sih loam, terrace 
20 0-1% slODCS Comanche alluvium dc:oosits H Q c 
Unnamed-low 
Asa-Oscar terrace 
21 complex Tillman alluvium deoosits H 0 c 
St-Paul-Hinkle Unnamed-
complex, 0-1 % high terrace 
22 slooes Kiowa alluvium deposits Pl Q c 
Rentrow-HmkJe 
complex, 1-3% Dog Creek 
23 slopes Grady residuum shale El Reno Pe p 
• - C-Cenozoic, Cr-Cretaceous, H-Holocene, M-Mesozoic, P-Paleozoic, Pe-Permian, Pn - Pennsylvanian, Pl-Pleistocene, Q-Quatemary 
Geologic 
formation of 
underlying rock . 
unit Equivalents Group E1>00h* Period* Era 
Council 
Neva limestone Grove Pe p 
Labette shale Marmaton Pn p 
Wabaunsee 
Vanoss and group and upper 
Ada part of Sha\Wce 
formations IU'OUP (KS) Pontotoc Pn p 
Vanoss 
formation same Pontotoc Pn p 
Wichita Garber 
formation sandstone Pe p 
Wichita Garber 
formation sandstone Pe p 
Wichita Garber 
formation sandstone Pe p 
Wichita Garber 
formation sandstone Pe p 
GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF SODIC SOILS IN OKLAHOMA 
USDA·NRCS County Soil Surveys 
United States Department of Asricuhure- Natural llesources Conservation Service 
county soil surveys-were used to determine the geographic distribution -of sodic. soils in 
Oklahoma. These published bard-copy surveys are also available tbrough·the Department of 
Plant and Soil Sciences, Oklahoma State University as digitized computer.generated maps. 
These cfisiti7.ed maps can overlay important geographic features.(.Digital. Atlas of Oklahoma)·to 
produce maps showing the distn1>ution of sodic soils in specific counties ·(Figures 3~21). Maps 
showins distribution ofsodic-dispersive buards in Oklahoma were produced in MicroSoft 
Arc View Geopphic Information System (GIS) software propm (version 3.l)usillg cfiaitized 
soil maps based on information 1aken ftom county ·soil surveys (USDA, NR.CS}and the Digital 
r- Atlas· of Oklahoma (software, ·compiled .by United ·states Geological Survey, .t 997). 
County 1:24,000-scale maps of soil mapping units (USDA/NllCS .county soil surveys) 
were ctigitiad (200m X 200 m pixels) and converted into files compatible with the Digital Atlas 
~ of Oklahoma by Made Gregory, Oklahoma State University GIS specialist .. ·Minimum .size 
delineation for 1 :24,000-scale map is 2.3 hectares (Soil Survey Staft: · 1993). The county soil 
map was superimposed on the conesponclina county maptiom the Digital Atlas of Oklahoma 
r---. 
including designations of riven and roads. Scale, north arrow, and legond were :added using 
standard procedure.for making layouts ·in Arc View. The program allows··the removal or addition 
of river, roadways, .or soil mapping units. This option .gives an opportunity to study the 
distribution and location of certain soil series or· soil mapping units in ·relation to. streams or road 
network. ·The Digital Atlas of Oklahoma also contains 1he township and range system, which 
I 
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Grant-Hinkle complex, 1-3% slope 
Kirkland-Hinkle complex, 0-3% slope 
Roads 
N Streams 




Figure 3. Sadie soils of Canadian County, Oklahoma, as identified by digitized county soil 
survey map (USDA/NRCS). 
~ 
N 




Healdton silt loam 
(Healdton - sodic-dispersive soil) 
N 
l 
10 0 10 20 Kilometers 
Figure 4. Sodic soils of Carter County, Oklahoma, as identified by digitized county soil 









Bosville fine sandy loam, 1-4% slope 
D Bosville fine sandy loam, 4-8% slope 
- Bosville fine sandy loam, 3-8% slope, eroded 
- Bosville fine sandy loam, 8-15% slope 
Roads 
N Streams 
(Bosville - dispersive soil) 
Figure 5. Dispersive soils of Choctaw County, Oklahoma, as identified by digitized county soil 




5 0 5 10 Kilometers 
Legend: 
D Doolin silt loam, 0-1 % slope 
Doolin-Pawhuska complex, 0-3% slope 
Doolin-Pawhuska complex, 0-3 % slope, eroded 
Doolin-Urban land-Pawhuska complex, 0-3% slope 
D Bethany-Pawhuska complex, 0-3% slope 
Renfrow-Huska complex, 1-5% slope 
Renfrow-Huska complex, 1-5% slope, eroded 
Renfrow-Urban land-Huska complex, 1-5% slope 
Grant-Huska complex, 1-5% slope 
Grant-Urban land-Huska complex, 1-5% slope 
Streams 
Roads 
(Doolin, Pawhuska, Huska - sodic-dispersive soils) 
N 
I 
Figure 6. Sorlie soils of Cleveland County, Oklahoma, as identified by digitized county soil 
survey map (USDA/NRCS). 
.a;:::. 
Vl 
10 0 10 ---
' ~ ' } l 
N 
- Foard silt loam, 0-1 % slopes 
D Foard and Tillman soils 
t 
II Foard-slickspot complex, 1-3% slope Foard-slickspot complex, 0-1 % slope 
· Roads 
N Streams 
(Foard - sodic-dispersive soil) 
20 Kilometers 
Figure 7. Sodic soils of Comanche County, Oklahoma, as identified by digitized county soil 
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Legend: 
- Renfrow-Hinkle complex, 1-3% slope 
Roads 
N Streams 
(Hinkle - sodic-dispersive soil) 
N 
t 
5 O 5 1 O Kilometers 
-- I 
Figure 8. Sodic soils of Grady County, Oklahoma, as identified by digitized county soil 
survey map (USDA/NRCS). 
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5 0 5 10 Kilometers - --
Figure 9. Sodic soils of Grant County, Oklahoma, as identified by digitized county soil 
survey map (USDA/NRCS). 
~ 
00 
l ) } 
Legend: 
.zaneis-Wing complex, 0-3% slope 
- Port-Oscar complex 
Roads 
N Streams 
(Wing and Oscar - sodic-dispersive soils) 
N 
5 0 5 1 O Kilometers 
Figure 10. Sodic soils of Jefferson County, Oklahoma, as identified by county soil 









Carey-Hinkle complex, 1-5% slope 
- St.Paul-Hinkle complex, 0-1% slope 
D Tillman-Hinkle complex, 1-3% slope 
- Foard silt loam. 0-1% slope 
Roads 
N Streams 
(Hinkle and Foard - sodic-dispersive soils) 
0 10 20 Kilometers --
Figure 11. Sodic soils of Kiowa County, Oklahoma, as identified by digitized county soil 
survey map (USDA/NRCS). 
VI 
0 
1 [) -l 
Legend: 
D Wing silt loam, 0-2% slope 
CJ Wister silt loam, 0-1 % slope 
D Wister silt loam, 1-3% slope 
- Wister silt loam, 3-5% slope 
Roads 
N streams 
(Wing and Wister - sodic-dispersive soils) 
N 
t 
5 O 5 10 Kilometers 
,.._ I 
Figure 12. Sodic soils of Leflore County, Oklahoma, as identified by digitized county soil 
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Legend: 
D Bethany-Pawhuska complex, 0-2% slope 
Roads 
N Streams 
(Pawhuska - sodic-dispersive soil) 
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Figure 13. Sodic soils of McClain County, Oklahoma, as identified by digitized county soil 







CJ Parsons-Carytown silt loam 
Roads 
N Streams 
(Carytown - sodic-dispersive soil) 
N 
t 
10 20 Kilometers 
Figure 14. Sodic soils of Muskogee County, Oklahoma, as identified by digitized soil 






- Dwight-Parsons silt loams, 0-1 % slopes 
Roads 
N Streams 
(Dwight- sodic-dispersive soil) 
N 
t 
5 10 Kilometers 
Figure 15. Sodic soils of Okmulgee County, Oklahoma, as identified by digitized county soil 
survey map (USDA/NRCS). 
V\ 
~ 
10 0 10 20 Kilometers - -
Legend: 
- Apperson-Dwight complex, 0-3% slopes 
- - Wolco-Dwight complex, 0-3% slope 
- Parsons-Carytown complex, 0-3 % slope 
Dennis-Carytown complex, 1-5% slope 
D Mason-Drummond complex, 0-1 % slope 
Corbin-Pawhuska complex, 1-5% slope 
Norge-Pawhuska complex, 1-5% slope 
Roads 
N Streams 




Figure 16. Sodic soils of Osage County, Oklahoma, as identified by digitized county soil 





Doolin silt loam, 0-2% slopes 
- Huska silt loam, 1-3% slopes 
- Zaneis-Huska complex, 1-5% slope 
D Seminole loam, 0-2% slopes 
Seminole loam, 2-5% slope, eroded 
Chickasha-Seminole complex, 2-5% slope, gullied 
- Port-Oscar complex 
Roads 
N Streams 
(Doolin, Huska, Seminole, Oscar - sodic-dispersive soils) 
10 0 10 
Figure 17. Sodic soils of Payne County, Oklahoma, as identified by county soil 
survey map (USDA/NRCS). 





- Parson-Dwight complex, 1-3% slope 
Dennis-Dwight complex, 2-5% slopes 
Roads 
N Streams 
(Dwight - sodic-dispersive soil) 
10 0 10 20 Kilometers 
Figure 18. Sodic soils of Pittsburg County, Oklahoma, as identified by county soil 





10 0 10 20 Kilometers 
Legend: 
- Lafe soils 
Roads 
N Streams 
(Lafe - sodic-dispersive soil) 
N 
t 
Figure 19. Sodic soils of Sequoyah County, Oklahoma, as identified by digitized county soil 
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Legend: 
CJ Tillman-Hinkle complex, 1-3% slope 
D St. Paul-Hinkle complex, 0-1% slope 
D St.Paul-Hinkle complex, 1-3% slope 
Foard-Hinkle complex, 0-1 % slope 
- Tillman and Foard soils, 1-3% slope 
- Foard silt loam, 0-1 % slope 
- Asa-Oscar complex 
Roads 
N Streams 
(Hinkle, Foard and Oscar - sodic dispersive soils) 
N 
t 
5 0 5 1 O Kilometers 
Figure 20. Sodic soils of Tillman County, Oklahoma, as identified by digitized county soil 




- Dennis-Carytown complex, 1-3% slope 
D Okemah-Parsons-Carytown complex, 0-1 % slope 
Roads 
N Streams 
(Carytown - sodic-dispersive soil) 
N 
t 
5 0 5 10 Kilometers 
Figure 21. Sodic soils of Tulsa County, Oklahoma, as identified by digitized county soil 
survey map (USDA/NRCS). 
,_ 
within this report are formatted for 21. 5 x 28 cm pages, but can be viewed at larger scales or by 
particular regions or districts. 
Soil Mapping Units Containing Sodic Soils 
Soil Associations and Complexes 
Soil mapping units are designed for land use and management. Soil mapping units are not 
pure areas of one soil series (type). Soil mapping units are aggregates of soil series, which occur 
together on the same landform. Soil mapping units contain several if not many different soil 
series (Soil Survey Staff, 1993). Some sodic soil areas shown on Figures 3 through 21 contain 
non-sodic soils. If one soil series predominates a mapping unit (more than 75%) the unit is 
called a consociation (Soil Survey Staff, 1993), i.e. Wing silt loam, 0-2% slope (Le Flore Co.). 
Soil mapping units containing more than one soil series are referred to as soil complexes (or 
associations for scales smaller than 1 :50,000), i.e. Zaneis-Wing complex 0-3% slope in Jefferson 
Co. The name of the complex is represented by the two most abundant soil series within that 
complex. The name of the dominant (by area) soil is presented first in the name of the complex. 
Some mapping units consist of two sodic soils, i.e. Doolin-Pawhuska complex 0-3% slope 
(Cleveland Co.). In this case one of the sodic soils may occupy more than 55% of the unit. The 
distribution of sodic soils in soil mapping units has not been determined. In complexes, soils are 
often so intermingled that they can not be separated at the scale selected for mapping (individual 
areas of each soil are 2 to 8 hectares). However, the majority of sodic soils occupy swales and 
depressions of round or oval shape and comprise from 10 to 40% of the mapping unit area, 
which ranges in size from 3 to 81 hectares or larger. 
60 
Use ofSlickspot or Gumbo Spot Symbol 
Sodic soils occurring in soil mapping units are often of small size (0. 1 to 0.8 hectares). In 
several USDA-NRCS county soil surveys a symbol "0"(designated as slickspot or gumbo spot) 
identifies the approximate location of small sodic soil areas within the soil mapping units. The 
word slickspot replaces the name of a sodic soil in the name of the soil mapping unit in several 
counties where slickspot and gumbo spot symbols are used, i.e. Zaneis-slickspot complex, 0-1 % 
slope (Table 2). The specific type of sodic soil series is also not specified within a slickspot. 
Slickspots symbols are not included in originally digitized database, therefore they are not 
presented in Figures 3 through 21. Maps with identified slickspots locations are only found in 
published county soil surveys (USDAINRCS). Areas containing slickspots are valuable in 
determining sodic soils distribution and should be included in digitized database. 
61 
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DISPERSION OF SODIC SOILS 
Introduction 
Measurements of sodium adsorption ratio (SAR) and exchangeable sodium percentage 
(ESP) separated soils affected by sodium from other soils. The classification system in use at 
present and based on research done around 1954 defines a sodic soil as having a measured ESP 
and SAR value of 15 and 12, respectively. Results from this study, regarding measured amounts 
of dispersion, indicate a need for an improved classification system for soils of Oklahoma. 
Measurement of SAR is less expensive and time-consuming than measurement of ESP 
and a direct correlation exists between ESP and SAR for soils used in this study (Figure 22). 
Measurement of SAR is a useable laboratory test for identifying soils in Oklahoma affected by 
sodium. Although the correlation of SAR and dispersion for soils in this study is not strong 
(Figure 23), and an increase in the amount of sodium as measured by the SAR value results in an 
increase in dispersion (determined from a double hydrometer test). Defining more appropriate 
diagnostic SAR values for identification of sodium-affected ( sodic) soils in Oklahoma requires 
--=::: assessment of other soil properties including dispersion, electrical conductivity (EC), pH, special 
·"". 
features of the soil (presence of gypsum, carbonates), and ionic composition of the soil pore 
water (amounts of sodium, chloride, sulfate, calcium, and magnesium in a saturated paste 
extract). 
Diagnostic SAR Value for Oklahoma Soils 
The EC is an indirect measure of the amount of salt in a solution. Repulsion between soil 
particles associated with abundant sodium in pore water and on soil exchange sites decreases 
when an abundant supply of chloride and sulfate ions are also present. The initial step toward 
identifying better diagnostic SAR values for soils of Oklahoma is separation of soils based on 
62 
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y = 1.316x+8.189 
r2 = 0.72 
50 60 
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Figure 22. Linear relationship of ESP and SAR for: 1) soils of this study (OSU) and 2) established 
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Figure 23. Distribution of SAR versus double hydrometer test values for soil horizons sampled for the study. 
Note: Sample no. 23 excluded because of unequal cation to anion balance. 
100.0 
EC values. Results of this study indicate 3 critical EC ranges for soils in Oklahoma in regards to 
soil dispersion. These ranges are EC less than 1 (low salinity), EC equal to 1.0 to 8.6 (moderate 
salinity), and EC greater than 8.6 decisiemen per meter (ds/m) (high salinity). Soils in the low 
salinity range do not have enough chloride and sulfate ions in the soil solution to negate any of 
the sodium ion effect, soils in the moderate salinity have sufficient chloride and sulfate ions in 
pore water to inhibit the sodium ion effect, and in soils of the high salinity range sodium and 
salts contribute to create a level of dispersion that is essentially untreatable. Division of soils 
used in this study on the basis of EC results in linear relationships of SAR and dispersion for 
soils in the low (EC less than 1 ds/m) and moderate salinity (EC equal to 1-8.6 ds/m) groups 
(Figures 24 and 25). 
Derivations of critical SAR values for soils in the low and moderate salinity groups are 
""""'5 from regression equations for SAR versus dispersion (double hydrometer) relationships (Figures 
24 and 25). A value of30 % dispersion represents the threshold between dispersive and non-
di~persive soils based on previous research. Critical SAR values for soils in Oklahoma based on 
the results of this study were determined by setting the dispersion equal to 3 0 in the regression 
equations in Figures 24 and 25 and calculating the SAR values; 4.5 for soils of low salinity and 
7. 9 for soils with moderate salinity. 
Soil Factors Affecting SAR/Dispersion Relationships 
The strength of the linear relationships from the regression analyses of the SAR versus 
dispersion for the soils of low and moderate salinity improved by omitting data for some of soils 
sampled for the study. Measurements of dispersion (double hydrometer) are available only for 
soil horizons with master horizon designations ofB. Sampling of soils for this study did not 
include taking samples of A (usually surface), C (parent material or weathered rock), or R 
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Figure 25. Linear relationship of SAR and double hydrometer test values for sampled soils of moderate salinity (EC= 1.0-8.6 ds/m) 
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(bedrock) for tests of-dispenion so there is no data reprding-dispenion for A, C, orll horizons 
to include in the regressions. llegression analyses did not group the soils of high salinity in this 
study. A common effect of high salinity occurs in the Btkl horizon of the Drummond (Qmadian 
Co.) profile (Site 10, Part Il page 123) .. The EC value of the horizon is 10,·SAR is SS, and the 
diapenion is WA.. More than 90%.of tbe cations in.solution are monovalent sodium and the 
presence of other ions does not afFect the repulsion of.soil particles caused by.the sodium. A 
similar situation occurs in the Btkn3 horizon of the Wmg-(leJfenon Co.) profile .(Site 18, Part II, 
page 20S)(EC equal to 10, SAR equal to 57, and dispersion equal to 86%). 
Unique properties of some soils ofmoderate.lltlinity resulted in exclulion oftlaeee soils 
tromdte 1'f111'18ionwlywfor:s.All venus ·diapenion·.telatioashif 1. ·n.aaeunt of~clilpeaion 
· :islarpinteVeraleOilaofmodenlte.lltlinity:tbat11ave:1arge.M&.wluel. '111tlaeee·aoila,.uin -
. . . ~ 
.. several of.tile ... of bigh~lllinity, cation content of;the --~ water· is neady all .sodium and 
in the absence of some soil factor to ·negate the repulsion of soils particles caused by the sodium, 
the arnount·of dispersion is lqe ... Soil .horizons ftomthe Dnurnnond (Caaadim Co.):, Hee1clton 
- (Carter Co.), Wi111(Jetrenon Co~), Oscar (Jeffcnon Co.),,ad-.Oscar (Tillman Co.) semp1ing 
-
locations-are unique and are e'xcluded ftom1he .reareuion.aaalyaes. Aaotber soil feature 
:.~·for exclusion ofsoilsoftbis.studyftom·the SAJlvenus·dispmsionregreuion 
- . 
idetdifled:P111mceof.,....ancl:BJP1U111~isiclentifieda-..,...,horim......,fottbis 
study~ Dillolution ofgpsum,adds C4l1cium to.the soil....,. .. ~the amount of 
·'divllmt calcium·in tbe-pcn water cmMing m of the .tocfium :to:be removed hm ·the soil 
-l 
-
dispersion in the soil at the Oscar (Tillman Co.) sampina location. ·The Btnlty 1 and Btnky2 
horizons (Oscar, Site 21, Part n, page 229) in the profile contain .IYPIUlD, have SAR values of 
around SO and dispersion is only S2 and 19 %, respectively. The horizons directly underneath 
the Btnkyl and Btnky2, the Btkn3 and Btk.n4 horizons do not contaiaaJPsum, have SAil vWes 
of around 70 and b dispersion is greater thm 908~ in these soils. The presence of gypsum also 
limited dispersion in soils ftom the Lafe (Sequoyah Co.) (Site 6), Carytown (Muakogee Co.) 
(Site 7), Doolin (CleveJand Co.) (Site 9), Drummond (Grant Co.) (Site 12)~ Doolin (Payne Co.) 
(Site 14), 'Seminole (Payne Co.) (Site 16), and Foard (ComancheCo.) (Site20).samplins 
locations. Presence of gypsum does not always indicate suppressed ·.ctispenion as indicated by 
J'elUlts tr.om soils at the Catytown (Tulsa Co.) (Site 15).and Oscar (Je&non Co.){Site 19) 
J 
-'"" .A .. COlllbination oflJPIUID and odter .aluble·alts.in·th.e.toil alto iahibits ctispenioa.aaoblerved 
in soils ftomthe Carytown (Muskogee Co.) (Site 7)ancl.Foard (Comanche Co.) (Site 20) 
sampling locations where gypsum is present, SAR. values range·ftom 10 to·.20,.BC vaJues.range 
- ftom 4 to 8, :and the amount of dispersion is small. A large amount.ofbicarbonate in the pore 
water,of .soils ftom the Dwisht (Okmulgee Co.) (Site 8) is respomible for recluciag·dle·amount of 
' ; 
-
dispersion. The BCk horizon of the Dwight (Okmulgee Co.) (Site .a, Part B, pap 106)profile 
·has-an EC value .of 6.8, an SAR. value of 1,9, but the llDOU1lt of:4ilpenion.ia only 32%. · 
Dispenion aacl Clay Miaalogy 
The relatioubips of clispersion and clay·miaeralogy for soils of tbeatudyare complex 
and imemotions of dispersion and other pbysical and ohemiral·-properties (Le., ·the .preaence of 
8)'PSUDI, the amount ·of sodium in the pore water, BC) of the .ICRla alao inluence .the amount of 
. dispenioa m tbe·soila. Ana1yaes of clay miwalosY .. aw JO horizoas inDluded in t11estady 
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indicate much variation in the types and relative amounts .of clay-minerals in the soils .(Table 8). 
There are 3 levels of dispersion in the 30 soils analyzed fbr clay mineralogy; 9 of the soils have 
no dispersion (less than 3001' dispersion as measured by the double hydrometer method), 6 soils 
have moderate amounts of dispersion (approximately 50% measured dispersion), and 21 soils 
have strong dispersion (lreater than 65% measured dispersion) (Table 8). 
Distinguishing characteristics.regarding day mineralogy for the group of soils having no 
dispersion include 1) mixtures composed primarily of interstratified iDito-amectite minerals with 
vermiculite or smectite (2-2'1°/0 dispersion), 2) mixtures composed primarily of kaolinite and 
vermiculite with either of the minerals 2 to 4 ·times more than the other (0 to 20% dispersion), 3) 
mixtures composed prlmarily of equalamounts of vermiculite and kaotinite (12 .and.229/0 
dispenioa), anct 4).less than 100/0 iDite m aU the samples. - dlantcteristiea of.soils 
affected by moderate dispersion include 1) mixtures composed primarily of inteistratified illite-
smectite or .smectite with iDite, ·and bolioite (46-53% diapersien) and 2) mixtures of equal 
amounts of kaolinite and vermiculite with 100/0 or more iUite (53 and S8% dispersion). 
- Characteristics.of the clay mineralogy of the group of soils affected .by strong dispersion include 
1) the largest ·number of samples (9}in the group, mixtures of interstratified illite-smectite or 
smectiteaad tittle or no vamicu1ite (64to17%disperiioa), .2)mixtures domi•ed by venaieulite 
~ (60 to ne.4)with 160/0 or less kaolinite (78to·86% dispersion), l)mixtures:ofboJinite llld. 
vermiculite withtbe lr.aolinite being twice'U nmch as the·Wl'llliadite ad 1-tblll S%tmeetite 
or intentratified.iDite-amectite (10'/0,dispersion),. 4) mixtures of1Bite Md intentratilied illite-
smectite with illite beiag twice the.amount ofilJite.smectite wUess than 10% bolinite (70% 
dispersion), and S) mixtures ofneady ·equal amountsof.interltratifiec.·.illite-smectite. and 
70 
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tatile a. Relati01111dpa of Dflpenloa alld Clay Mhaeraleo for Sofia· of this StUcly 
-:._._ ______ .... _Jdc9btified-Clay Minerals--------·•-. '"' 
~~ion Meted* Smectite V etmieulite . Dlite Kaolinite 7. 
Sitii>le No._ . I Ot>Ot No. I Site Bomonl • .· Itetative '1 * ...----~----.-..-------- . ---------------------------------
. 
Btl .· . 6 3 0 ,72 6 18 t · · ·- l -1 WistltCLoFtott) .21 
.# 2 \· .. .. I _ Wt8tet tLePtare Bt2 12 0 3 46 9 40 2 
23, :4 · · I · Wister (LeFlore) Bt3 22. . 0 4 43 9 41 2 
. 2& 16 · I Pa\\buska (McClain) Bnl 21 . 73 0 4 8 s 10 
l4 . 20.· l .. Lafe <SiCIUOYlh l 8tn1 20 . 0 11 16 I 62 3 
3$ 21 1 Lafe (Sequoyllll Btv2 0 0 0 60 4 33 3 
4l 24 ICarytown (Muskogee) Btnl 19 ; 10 0 12 s 13 0 
85 . SS . DootinlhuM Btkn3 .. 3 14 0 14 4 7 1 
142 93. Hitlkle (Kiowa) Btnky2 2 7 as 0 4 3 1 
--.a ..... 
•.iJ. •.. c .. i ..... ~ 
,. ' 
1, ... :,u .... ~Viii •. (~) BC . .··.;•SQ, so 0 0 19 27 4 
15 4 .Wiftt lteFloreJ Btt si. ·. 0 0 43 10 44 3 
·.36• 22 Lafe(£ ____ ,,_ Btb3 $1 0 14 30 16 38 2 ... -- ~~c-----·-·r- ---~ ~ 
r.. ~7. ·._ .23 I .,IAte (68ouovah) Bek 
• .. ·.·-'''. .. . 39 0 0- 13 41 1 
Btk2 · .. · .... .,, 46 12 0 4 6 1S 3 
Btknl .... $1 0 81 0 6 3 3 
l>WWilOkmulaee) ·q .I. 30 ~·:-z.~.~., 
¥le<kiowa: 141 I 92 
I. • .. 
f '*"'l"!*'l i.t ·· 1 ~(~)I Btn4 I 76 J 60 I o I o 16 20 4 
1 l 1 . 9 · I ~ <Pittsbutt:l I Bt3 l . 17 I 12 I o I o ~ 10 3 
1§ · I. . :$ . t W"-.Hl.AfJote.l L Sty2 1 80 I O I 3 I 33 6 S4 3 
I . 11 1. .6 ... ·I· ·\Vm(LIPk>~) I 2B~ l,~. •-••--· 1 ·._ ... ~ .... I . t I 11 s 16 l t• I 6A · I W'l.11(iAft)rif--f 2BCk I 19· l . o I t I 76 8 14 1 
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. (coot.) obOfNo . Site Horimn 41 . l.elati %. .. ..................... ~ •• --.~ . -. ve . ----~----------.................... ll!l . . 
65 44 - .• ~(()sq J...~ • Bt3 14 82 ·o 0 9 6 3 
71 4S_.· 'Dnmlllond (Gnat) Al, b 10 31 0 1 S6 6 6 
16 ·. 56 . Doolitt (F ._,~~ Btnyq4 61 •· .. 36 0 3 ts 41 s 
. 94 62 .· . Carytown (Tulsa) BtnkS 71 1 0 60 27 3 7 
122 79 Oscar (Jetferson) Btn3 81 S6 2 0 18 21 s 
... 143 94 Hillkle (Kiowa) Btkb3 · ... 72 87 0 0 7 4 2 
144 9$ Hinkle~ Kiowat Btkn4 . 64 ... . 90 0 0 .4 4 2 
145 . 96 Hinkle~ Kio .. t BtknS ·. 67 . 0 88 0 6 4 2 
146 97 HinkM~ Kiowat Bek 17 63 0 0 28 6 3 
'ltaudomty or~ idte!Stlltiflect illM·Stnectite mhtera1s; percentaa• blse,d Oil art. of diagnostiC x~ray peaks 





kaolinite with the remainder as illite ( 61'°" dispersion). llesutts indicate the mineralogy of the 
clay fi'action influences the amount of dispersion affecting a soil. 
Comparison ofDispersion Tests 
The double hydrometer, pinhole, and crumb tests measure dispersion in soils. 
Measurements of dispersion by each method are available and reported in Part II of the Ymal 
Report. The pinhole and crumb tests identify more of the soils tested as being dispersive 
compared to the.double hydrometer test (Figures 26, 27, 28, and 29). The crumb and pinhole 
tests are visual qualitative determinations that depend on the experience of the observer. 
Qualitative tests can be leu ,reliable ·than similar.quantitative tests. The erumb.ad pjnhole tests 
Wfft D0t'U sensitive for diacemiDg ·moderate ftom strong dispersion compared tothe double. 
.hydrometer test. Pinhole test result& coincided more with tho double ·bydrometer·data than the 
crumb 1elts ·with fewer of the samples with large IDIOllDtl ofdispenion meuured as 110D-
dispersive. The crumb test failed to identify some dispersion soils as non-dispersive. The crumb 
test failed to identify dispersion when toil EC values were bip. The pinhole test did 
~ consistently identify dispersive soil as compared to the crumb test. The.crumb test is ,not 
recommmded as a quick field test. Togedler the pinhole w1 deub1e hydrometer teats can be 
med to identify dispersive soils. 
lleviaed Clmification Sytltem for Saine and Sodic Soila'm Old._ 
Figure 30 is the standanl clallifications of the aoila of this ltlldy. · Moat of the .as are in 
the·saliae-sodic,.sodic, and-groups. Fipre -31 prmeata therevised 
c1usiibtions of the soils of.this study based on the newly delaod diapoatic values for EC ·llld 
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Figure 26. Distribution of SAR versus pinhole test values for soil horizons sampled. 
(Note: Sample No. 23 excluded because of unequal cation to anion balance; 
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Pinhole (relative values): Dl & D2 =dispersive soils, ND3 & ND4 =slightly dispersive soils, 
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Figure 27. Distribution of double hydrometer test values versus pinhole test values of soil horizons sampled 
(Note: Sample No. 23 excluded because of unequal cation to anion balance; Pinhole 
(relative values ):D 1 & D2 = dispersive soils, ND3 & ND4 = slightly to moderately. dispersive, 
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Figure 28. Distribution of SAR versus crumb test values for soil horizons sampled. 
(Note: Sample no. 23 excluded because of unequal cation to anion balance; 
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Figure 29. Distribution of double hydrometer test versus crumb test values for soil horizons sampled for this study. 
(Note: Sample No. 23 excluded because of unequal cation to anion balance. 
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with low EC values. Results of this -study Jncticate_fJOils· with EC values less than l are_ dispenive 
when the SAR value of the soil is greater than 4.5. _Soils with EC values from 1.0 to 8.6 are 
dispenive when .the SAR value ofthe soil is greater than 7~9. This new data i$ important to 
proper sOi1 use and-management of soils in Oklahoma. 
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RECLAMA.nON OF SODIC SOILS IN OKLAHOMA USING 
CHEMICAL AMENDMENTS 
Introduction 
A part of this study ofdispersive soils in Oklahoma involves testing the ability of some 
chemical ·amendments to reduce the SAR of selected soils. Reduction of the SAR value below 
the aodic level for a soil is interpreted as a reduction in 1he amount of dispersion in a soil and the 
soil is then considered useable for highway construction. The newly defined diagnostic SAil 
· values ftom this research project.provide a criterion for evaluation of the etTectiveness of 
chemical trea•ments for reducing the sodicity ofsoils. ODOT requested testing of cement kiln 
.·building of roads. "ODOT provided a supp1y ofCKD~ FL, HL for testina Evaluation ofl)'plUID 
(G), calcium chloride (CA), humate (HU) and sultbric acid (SA) resulted ftom:a review of 
·literature.wt research experieaoes of·scimtists at Oklahoma -'State Univ«sity repnling 
reduction of sodicity in .soils. Jn tis section of the report, identificmion of amendments is by the 
Tbe :CKD and FL teated are .ftom the Holnam cementtictory ··Qi Ma,·OkJUoma.· This.plant 
r-. praduces.appso&imately!t72 ·Ma of CKDlday at tuB produotjen. ·.'The I01J1'Ge of.~ _tpde 
- ·m-un (fine·powder)ia all.uldiJw supply·store ia-Sdltwater, Ot1altoma, .. tlae Sol Genesis 
Labcntoly ·at Oldlhoma State University (OSU) .·aupplied CA allCl SA HU (4()0A. lumic acicl and 
6Q'>.4 filler mataial)ia a/product of Heavenly Earth Products, lnc. llevivei Norman Oklahoma. 
'fhe,chanicaJ. oomposition.of theamendments uaed in the treat11W11t of lllected sodic aoil 
horizons. is. given m·.Table ~. .The purpote of the amendment ltUdy ·is to ·evaluate the ability -of 
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Table 9. Chelllical compolitioa of amendments used bl the 
treatment of selectetl sedic mus. 
·. 
') . i ] . -] 
Elemeat/Coapou•d C1'Dt Ply ult . Gyp1um* llydrated lime Rumltett Calciu111 daloride** 
~ 
% 
Silica (SiOi), 15.14 39.9 - . 
Aluminum oxide (A.liO,) 3.91 16.7. - -.· 
Iron oxide (FeiO,) 1.97 $.8 ... ... .. . 
Calcium oxide (CaO) 48.4 24.3 - -
Ca(()H)z . . - 98 
CaCls - - .. -
Calcium sulfate - ... 88.0 
• • ~ _ ·· sium oxide (Mg()) 1.38 4.6 - 0.08 
Stdtbr oxide (SO:s) 4.53 3.3 . -
' 
Sodium oxide {N&20) 0.19' 2.54 .. 0.08 
. · •' 
Humicacid - .. - -.. 
nth-.n - - ' - ... ';:-" ....,.,..... - -
T CKD = Cement kiltt dust 
•purchUed at Lowe's of Stillwater, buitding ind cmittuction material store 
**tom Soil Oenesis taboratofy 
••• CICD, Fly uh, Humate and.Hydrated.lime supplied· by 
ODOT. 
' . 
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the chemical amendments,to decrease the SAR of saturated paste extnctsof sodic soils and to 
provide ODOT .. pidelines for reclamation .of sodic horizona by chemical amendment durina rOld 
and bridp construction. The te1ected amendments oontain·ddrerent amounts of diva1mt cations 
such as Ca2+ and•Mj'+ for replacing Na+ from the exalvmge sites oflOdie soils. 
Description of Amending Materials 
Hydrated lime(Ca(OJih) is a white, dry powder.obtained .by hydrating quickime·(CaO) 
with.water (24.320'4). HydratecUime is,a hydroxide tbationizes ia ,water into Ca2+ and OK ions. 
The solubility of hydrated time ·is 0.185 g/100 ml at O 0c ·and decreases as the 1emperatUre 
- :incn:ues. Incorporation ofHL into surface layers ofseveml dams built on Suaw Creekuear 
r- · ;miantl\mndJbu1xtaDtly-in,~·parts.Ok~ it·..-..in-wat.-,.aacliaa4iftiotlOQl'COof 
! 
calcium.-Oypaumappliedtodilpeni.ve.soilsatwriout.--..nduces·ufacemJStiaawl,aoil 
•Jina. Calcium ·ohtoride-(Ca.Cb .2H,O) is:a IOluble,:alt that adcls Ca2+ rapidly to soil. Reaction 
,_ of CAm;.me.soil issimilarm.awsum. Ply ah and aa>·em indmlrial byproducts .oftat 
Jaaltilell,u ~products.<'fly ash•and (JQ) are.not c:ommonlymed for reclamation ofsodic 
.·toDs,hut, ... ......, ..• m.t·b)•,oDOT·.m: . ,.. .. _.....,.produots, .. l&NOlural.111, w1·• 
'' - ,:·.'·::i. . ;-<';;-:<:-;:/ ,.>··.· '· .... ,. . 
, , 
~coal 'SUllJricacid (IY04) isan oily COl'f08"e.liquict ~of SAto:aoils 
containing ealciulD·carbonate, .·cauw formation of calcium.atlfate:and providet ea2+ ·to-the pore 
· wat«.ofasoil Use--ofSA•an__.mmt ·ia not a -ccMll«JIOll practice in Oldalnna .. The 
primllyrouonfof uaiaa:sA-u:•...._.>intlaeu\wt_, o£.todiclOiluwN1DOWexcess 
toetium.ia.the fonn Of IOdium'sulfate. 
13 
The time-needed for reclamatjon of aodic soil depmds. on the amount- of Mtel" applied 
(amount of Jeacbina), the concentration of ea2+ in~ amending material and in the soil solution, 
soil texture and ESP of the soil. Rates -of application used in this study are baaed on readts of 
previous studies and a~ of the amount ofCa2+ -presentin~amendmelm (Table 10). 
Rates of appJication used in this study are 1L2 ~ 22.4 _Mg/ha, 224 Ms/ba.,and aite-tpeeific 
(based on the amount of ea2+ in the amendments and the amount ofmnendmellt requirecho 
replace ail of the sodium OD the cation emhanp sites in the JOil). 
Effects ofTreatmad:S on Soils Selected for Amendment 
(Sitel1'W-mg(LdoreCo.)(Site3),Pawlmlb(McCJain0;.J(BiteSh.DWWbt{O...,Co .. ) 
~ (Site,Jl1Dooia(Payne-~.){Site _14)-aadHinkle(ICiowaCo.) (Site22)•••----
(Table ll), Criteria.for telection -of soils-to be treated included EC (leas than4 dalm), pH 
(sli#y.albtine to albJine), and SMt(prater tha 7). Sllected'toila-haw Jarae 2...._.of 
- ·Na+ in pore water and.high SAll. :a.ya the. dominant toilteaure in-the4Q.10() cm-depth of the 
soil profiles .. A oompiete setofdataforeach of the llorizons llleeted for....-.,. is in Part n 
(databue of.the final report for this .mdy). 
:'Criterlamedtomluatetbealailityoftnm11m1tonduce·the90Cticity/~ of 
-:~_M11·•·-.,.thenewly'deined.or.propolldNposticSAllvaluM.~-di....S.intlae 
lciction-oftbisreport ·conceming dispenioa_·.ofaoils .in Oklalloml--_ Succun•--treat1Mat1-reduce 
r iheSA&-valueafortC>ils.oflow.lllinity(BC"-leutbanla/m);to:ltmtlaan-4.J.-arlSAJlvaluesfor 
-soils ofmodeme llliaity (BC equal to 1~0-w1~6 dalm)to1elltbm7~t~ 
~ \ . . 
···1 .. -J - ·1 ·-1 -----J ··-01 --- ] . -:-1 ----·1 .. l . · 1 ·1 . - t ····1 -1 -- ] ··_1 --<·1 J 
Table 10. Amounts of amendments used in site specific applications 
Sample -Gypsum~- Fly ash CKo· Hydrated lime 
~·-·---~-~-~--~.c_ # -------------::,:.~Mgftt@:-------=-~-----------
6 1.92 4.36 ' 1.61 1.40 
1 3.58 8.12 3.00 2.60 
11 3.62. 8.21 3.03 2.63 
15 6.40 14.50 S.36 4.65 
28 . 4.86 11.00 4.07 3.52 
37 11.80 26.15 9.89 8.51 
Oo 
41 5.17 1L72 4.33 3.75 ""' 
48 . 8.10 18.'36 . 6.19 5.88 
64 1.00 2.26 . 0.83 0.72 
.71 . 10.'46 ·23.69 . 8.16 1.59 
85 7.39 16.7S 6.19 S.31 
·94 12.69 28.15 10.63 9.21 
122 . 8.46 19.18 7.09 6.14 
146 7.73 17.54 .6.47 S.60 
. . . . . . ; 
Cement kiln dust 
] .. . . . -] .. . . · 1 -- 1 .. :-·] ' -~- --1 ) . -· 1 .... __ J ·~-.] -- -1 -- .} ··, · 1 - ) :· · 1 
Table 11. Phyaical and diemical eluaraderistlcs ot sods seleded tor ldlendment 
i 
-·-· Soil Horimn Depth. ·· pH' -~ EC1 ~-~-SAit.-- bdp1-Series·· (cm) 
No. 
6 BosvDle BtY4· 168 
1 Bosviile · SC 200 
lS Wing :Btl 41 
28 -Pawhuska l:lnl 55 
6S Dwight Bt3 95 
86 Doolin Btnyq4 136 
146 Hinkle Bek 200 
~-~~~~ •• -:.:_,__~_.!c_:~' ~~·--•~-...<-~.L 
;-depth to •om of horizon ·. 
'&>JJ of a tafurated paste extt,act 








' sodium adlorptioft ratio.· · • · • . __ . ·.
. , % disPenion-by the•double ~method 
' pereem <2 · micrott diameter ~es in soil 
.(dslm) '(%) .··. 
0.6 7.7 76.4 
2.4 11.8 50.2 
1.1 23.4 S2.8 
1.0 12.2 27.2 
3.9 32.S 80.7 
4.0 21.3 66.7 
6.8 29.9 77.3 
Cl&y' Organic CaCO,i 
('II) . Carl>on 
. (%). (%) 
30.1 0.2 0.0 
32.$ 0.2 0.0 
42.0 0.8 0.0 
. 38.4 0.6 0.0 
51.9 0.3 0.2 
37.6 0.3 0.0 
22.0 0.1 2.4 











Successfbl reclamatiou ofsodic·soil requires.leaching before.and after application of 
chemical amendments to remove dissolved sodium salts (NaHS04 and NaiS04). Results from 
this study indicate ·leaching alone ,can reduce the SAR ofa toil by as much a 100/0 depending on 
the soiltexture. The.quantity .and .quality of water applied influmces tlKutfticiency of leadDg. 
Irription water ftom rivers that no kmpr.have sources of calcium llllts .causes dispersion and 
crust formation in some soils. In areas where .water is not limited, .aoctic soils are reclaimed with 
• --i;,,...;,,.fta f--+- Dt • • ..1!..-1-6 _.._~ RJ It .of.61..:- .... ..h.' also .:....a:-~-succesllVe _ ,~ 0 wllMila CO 8JDt!\I wvaac;w. ~•. ~-8 wm ...,,.., ~ 
the importance of leaching to successtUlly redaim sodic soils. 
l\elults ofAPWldiga the BC horizon oftlleBosyijle (Cbogw Co.) soil (Site I. 
Partll.MP 14.) 
The Boavi1le (Choctaw Co.) wnplitw locatioa is,itl IOlJthwt-Oldlhoma. A bridge 
approach built in part from tbe Boaville aoil failed because 0of dispersion oftbe soil. The BC 
horizon is ~Y saline ad successtbl treatments must reduce the SAR. value of the · 
soil to below 7.9. Amendmeats .tested on tbia ·soil include G, 114 FL, CICD, HU, CA, SA Table 
- -
lm"DofAmr "iwtioBtlhotjzoaoftJwW• QAfknQU !Qil.(Sit@J, r.t;B-42) --
The W-ma (UFlore Co.J·aite·ia·loeated in theeutem part of.Oldahoma ·. nae Btt ·horimn 
is - saline .. Treel11Mftl ·tested include CA wt SA in combination with-G, BL, 
87 
_,_-, -
1 - J • < } l - } . 1 --- l .1 --- l ·1 - ·1 l ·i I l ·- l 
Table 12. Site 1. Amendment S~dy· BolWte (Cliocta\v) BC Horizon (Santple No. 7, ODOT No. 15) Treatment Data& 
. .· 
. . : .· Final IMchiml Chime in Effectiveness++ Bt'fectivoness•• 
1~ . ' lnitWnH• FinatnH• fnitilt.1 RAR+ SAR+ SAR+.% - ·~ . ., I . ... t I I .. 
.. ·· : .. (tre-tfeatment) (po it-treatment' ... 
Gypnuil, 11.2 Ma btf1, ht lelieha1a . ._ 1.0 . 7.3 i 1.8 10.2 13.6 no yes 
o~ 11.2Mam·1, • . . ' .· 7.0 6.7 11.8 6.4 45.8 yes yes 
OyplUIU; 22.4 Ma ba·1, bt leachiba 1.0 ·7.2 11.8 10.1 14.4. no yes 
:GYP.um, i2.4 Ma u·1, .. ·• .: · · 1.0 7.2 11.1 6.9 41.S yes yes 
onaum. 224 Ma·ha1, ·1st_1Nchm& · :1.0 1.8 11.8 9.9 16.1 no yes 
Owsum, 224 Ma ha1, • · • · . 1.0 8.4 11.8 3.2 72.9 yes yes 
. 
. 
flydrated lime, 11.2 Ma ba-1, lst" .... 7.0 10.S -11.8 21.6 .. -83.1 DO no 
Hycltatta lime. 11.2 Ma ha~, • .... 1.0 . 11.3 ·. 11.8 6.6 44.1 yes yes 
HJdratttd lilllO, 22.4 Ma u·1, 1It1'.mq .. 7.0 11.7 11.8 18.2 -54.2 no no 
H.. • • ~ time, 22.4 Ma u·1, • ... 7.0 7.5 11.8 3.4 71.2 yes yes 
= 
ff:~·~· lime. 224 Ma ha"1, tst leachiaa 7;0 12.3 11.8 12.9 . -9.3 no DO 
Jlydrated lime, 224 Ma ltaa1, ~· .... ••• 7.0 12.8 t t.8 . s.o 57.6 yes yes 
:ptyuh. U.2 Ma ba·1, tit. · q •.. ·. 1.0 7.8 11.8 12.0 -1.7 no no 
:PJr .._ 11.2 M& i.·1.1eacbi&la . ·, 7.0 8.4 11.8 9.4 20.3 110 yes 
:Fly Uh. 22.4 Ma •·1• _1st • .. 7.0 7.9 11.8 U.7 -33.1 no no .. 
J11y uh. 22~4 Ma m·1• • • • 7.0 7.4 11.8 6.6 44.1 yes yes 
pty .-. 224 Ma ha1• t st leachina 7.0 10.2 lt.8 19.3 -63.6 no no 
PJy· uh. 224 Ma ba·1, .. . •• .. 1.0 .10.4. l l.8 9.6 18.8 no yes 
c.,.em kiln dust, 11.2 Ml lt•f1, ttt • .. · .· 7.0 6.9 11.8 13.2 ·11.9 no no 
femacmt kiln clu.t, 11.2 Ma be "1, • . ... · · 7.0 7.5 ·. 11.8 9.6 .il.6 tio yes 
Ceeot ki1-i dUlt, 224 Ma ha"1 • tat" . :.- ' 7.0 12.6 11.8 9.8 16.9 no yes 
Cement kiln duat, 224 Ml m·1• tetobina 7.0 12.0 11.8 6.1 48.3 yes yes 
Humate. I i.2 Ma ba·1• lat"' .. . 7.0 6.S 11.1 17.0 -44.1 DO no 
Humate, 11.2 Ma ha-1• mchina . 7.0 7.6 11.8 15.3 -29.7 no no 
Humate, 2i.4 Ma m·1, ht· .. 7.0 7.5 11.8 16.7 -41.S no no . 




Table 12. Site 1. Amendment Study- Bosville (Choctaw) BC Horizon (Sample No. 7, ODOT No. 15) Treatment Data (cont.)& 
Final Leaching Change in Effectiveness++ 
Treatments# Initial oH* Final oH* Initial SAR+ SAR+ SAR+.% 
Calcium chloride-, 11.2 Mg 1ia ·1, 1st leaching 7.0 6.8 11.8 7.3 38.1 
Calcium chloride, 11.2 Mg ha-1, leaching 7.0 6.6 11.8 3.2 73.0 
Sulfuric acid, Gypsum 11.2 Mg ha"1,lst leachirul; 7.0 6.5 11.8 7.7 34.7 
Sulfuric acid, Gypsum 11.2 Mg ha-1, leaching 7.0 7.4 11.8 4.9 58.5 
Sulfuric acid, Hydrated lime 11.2 Mg ha·1• 1st leac~ 7.0 10.4 11.1 11.1 0.0 
Sulfuric acid, Hydrated lime 11.2 ~ ha·1• leaching 7.0 7.7 11.8 9.6 19.1 
Sulfuric acid, Cement kiln dust 11 .2 Mg ha "1, 1st leac~ 7.0 8.0 11.8 8.9 24.6 
Sulfuric acid, Cement kiln dust 11 .2 Mg ha-1, leaching 7.0 7.7 11.8 5.3 55.1 
Sulfuric acid, Cement kiln dust 22.4 Mg ha-1, leac• 7.0 7.5 11.8 5.8 50.8 
Sulfuric acid, Fly ash 11.2 Mg ha"1, 1st leac~ 7.0 6.4 11.8 6.3 46.6 
Sulfuric acid, Fly ash 11.2Mgha·1,1eaching 7.0 7.4 11.8 5.2 55.9 
Sulfuric acid, Fly ash 22.4 Mg ha-1, leaching 7.0 8.1 11.8 6.7 43.2 
Sulfuric acid, Humate 11.2 Mg ha"1, I st leac~ 7.0 7.7 11.8 12.2 -3 .4 
Sulfuric acid, Humate 11 .2 Mg ha-1, leac~ 7.0 7.1 11.8 7.9 33. l 
Sulfuric acid, Humate 22.4 Mg ha-1, leac• 7.0 7.0 11.8 7.3 38. l 
Sulfuric acid (36 treq/100 g soil)##, lst leaching 7.0 7.0 11.8 15.9 -34.7 
Sulfuric acid (36 ireq/100 g soilr, leaching 7.0 6.8 11.8 25.7 -117.8 
ttrhreshold values for% change in SAR: Proposed system- 33.1, Standard system- -27.1; Proposed system threshold SAR=((lnitial SAR-the 
proposed SAR.(7.9))/ (Initial SAR)*IOO;Standardthreshold SAR=((Initial SAR-15.0)/(Initial SAR.))*100 
Tuaching included 5 successive saturations/extractions of treated soil 
*Pre-treatm.mt pH=pH reading before chemical treatment; *Post-treatrnmt pH=pH reading after chemical treatment; 
+Initial SAR - Sodium Adsorption Ratio without chemical treatm:mt ;+ Final SAR - Sodium Adsorption Ratio with chemical treatment; + Change 
in SAR=((lnitial SAR - Final SAR)/Initial SAR)* 100. 
++Evaluation based on decrease in SAR in relation to diagnostic value for sodic classification~ 
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Figure 32. Initial Results of Application of Amendments on Sample No. 7, Site 1, Bosville (Choctaw) (ODOT No. 15)* 
(Nat=Unamended, G=Gypsum, FA=Fly ash, CKD=Cement kiln dust, Hu=Humate, CA= Calcium chloride, 
Acid+G=Acid and Gypsum, Acid+FA= Acid and Fly ash, Acid+HL=Acid and Hydrated lime, Acid+CKD=Acid and Cement kiln dust, Acid+Hu=Acid and Humate 
Checks=No treatment, VR=Variable Rates, A+l 1.2 Mg/ha=Acid and 11.2 Mg/ha amendments, A+22.4 Mg/ha=Acid and 22.4 Mg/ha amendments 
• SAR values of the first saturated paste extract taken after addition of amendments) 
'° ........ 










Nat 11.2 fv1g/ha 22.4 Mg/ha 224 Mg/ha 11.2 Mg/ha + acid 
II Leach 1 11.7 10.2 10.1 9.9 7.7 
II Leach 2 9.2 9.6 8.6 5.6 
II Leach 3 7.7 11.8 8.0 4.2 
II leach 4 6.4 6.9 7.2 4.2 
111Leach5 6.4 6.3 3.2 4.9 
Figure 33. Site 1- Bosville (Choctaw Co.)- Effects of Leaching and Gypsum Application on Sample No. 7 (ODOT NO. 15) 
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Nat I 1i.2Mgfha I 22.4Mglha I 224Mglha 
11.2Mglha+ 
Acid 
Ill.each 1 11.7 21.6 18.2 12.9 11.1 
11Leach2 9.2 6.3 11.2 11.1 
BILeach3 18.2 5.4 10.9 10.6 
111.each4 19.6 5.1 5.0 10.1 
111.each5 16.6 3.4 5.3 9.6 
Figure 34. Site 1- Bosville(ChoctawCo.)-Effects ofLeaching and Hydrated Litre Application on Sample No. 7 (OIXITNo. 15) 
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Nat I 112 Mg/ha I 22.4Mglha I 224Mglha I 1 i.2 Mg/ha + 
22.4 Mg/ha+ 
Acid Acid 
II Leach 1 11.7 12.0 15.7 19.3 6.3 8.8 
11Leach2 11.4 18.2 9.6 5.9 7.9 
E1Leach3 9.4 14.1 14.5 5.8 7.6 
f!Leach4 13.3 14.7 13.6 5.3 7.5 
mLeach5 13.1 6.6 12.1 5.4 6.7 
Figure 35. Site 1- Bosville(Choctaw Co.)- Effects of Leaching and Fly Ash Application on Sample No. 7 (ODOT No. 15) 
Nat= Natural (no amendment applied) 
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Nat 11.2 Mg/ha 224 Mg/ha 11.2 Mg/ha+ Acid 22.4 Mg/ha+ Acid 
D Leach 1 11.7 13.2 9.8 8.9 8.6 
IB Leach 2 12.0 8.9 6.8 8.2 
IBLeach 3 13.2 8.6 6.4 6.2 
IB Leach 4 12.7 7.7 6.2 6.9 
G Leach 5 9.6 6.1 5.3 5.8 
Figure 36. Site 1- Bosville(Choctaw Co.)- Effects of Leaching and Cement Kiln Dust Application on Sample No. 7 (ODOT No. 15) 














Nat 11.2 Mg/ha 22.4 Mg/ha 11.2 Mg/ha + Acid 22.4 Mg/ha + Acid 
c:lLeach 1 11.7 17.0 16.7 12.2 
C:2Leach 2 18.4 21.2 9.7 
C!JLeach 3 14.9 14.1 8.5 
C!lLeach 4 15.4 15.7 7.9 
C!lLeach 5 15.3 10.0 8.3 
Figure 37. Site 1- Bosville (Choctaw Co.)- Effects of Leaching and Humate Application on Sample No. 7 (ODOT No. 15) 











Figure 38. Site 1- Bosville (Choctaw Co.)- Effects of Leaching and Calcium Chloride Application on Sample No. 7 (ODOT No. 15) 
Nat= Natural (no amendment applied) 
I > 
Table 13. Site 3. Amendment Study- Wing (LeFlore) Btl Horizon (Sample No. 15, ODOT No. 4) Treatment Data. 
Final Leaching Change in 
Treatments* Initial~H* Final~H"' Initial SAR+ SAR+ SAR+. % 
(pre-treatment) (post-treatment) 
Calcium chloride, 11.2 Mg ha"1, leaching 6.1 7.1 23.4 9.1 61.1 
Sulfuric acid, Gypsum, 11.2 Mg ha ·1, 1st leaching 6.1 7.4 23.4 11.8 49.6 
Sulfuric acid, Gypswn, 11.2 Mg ha"1• leaching 6.1 6.5 23.4 5.9 74.8 
Sulfuric acid, Hydrated lime, 11.2 Mg ha"1.lst leaching 6.1 7.7 23.4 18.4 21.4 
Sulfuric acid, Hydrated lime, 11.2 Mg ha"1, leaching 6.1 7.2 23.4 10.6 54.7 
Sulfuric acid, Cement kiln dust, 11.2 Mg ha"1, leaching 6.1 8.0 23 .4 11.1 52.6 
Sulfuric acid, Cement kiln dust, 11.2 Mg ha"1, 1st leaching 6.1 7.4 23.4 7.4 68.4 
Sulfuric acid, Fly ash, 11.2 Mg ha"\lst leaching 6.1 8.0 23.4 15.7 32.9 
Sulfuric acid, Fly ash, 11.2 Mg ha·1• leaching 6.1 7.1 23.4 11.3 51.7 
&Threshold values for% change in SAR: Proposed system- 66.2, Standard system- 35.9; Proposed system threshold SAR=((Initial SAR-the 
proposed SAR (7.9))/ (Initial SAR)*lOO; Standard threshold SAR=((Initial SAR-15.0)/(Initial SAR))*lOO 
*Leaching included 5 successive saturations/extractions of treated soil 












+Initial SAR - Sodium Adsorption Ratio without chemical treatment ;+ Final SAR - Sodium Adsorption Ratio with chemical treatment; + Change 
in SAR=((Initial SAR- Final SAR)/Initial SAR)*IOO 


















CKD, FL, and HU. Table 13 summarizes results of amending the.Wmg soil. Coml>inatioDs of G 
or CKD and SA successfully reduced the SAR of the soil. 
Results of Ammdjna the Bnl horimn of the PawlJHeh (Mpg.ip Co.) soil (Sjte S. 
Part IL paae 62.} 
The Pawhuska.(McClain Co.) sampling location is in the ceatra1 part of Oklahoma. .The 
Bnl bomon is sodic-moderately saline (EC equal to LO, 'SAR equal to 12.2) Amendments 
tested .on the Pawhuska soil include G, HL, FL, CKD, HU, CA, SA Table 14 summarizes the 
results of amending the Pawhuska soil. The most sccessful amendments for treatment of the 
soil .include G, ·11L, ad CA 
l\nults9fAmmdig theBtn2 and Bt3 llorizgqtofthe J>wiabt (Qsge Co.) mil (Site.11-
Part D. pge 126) 
The J>wiPt (Osage CoA)samplingJocation isui the nortbceatral part of Oklahoma The 
Btn2 and Bt3 .horizons are sodic-moderately saline (BC equal to 3.1 and 3.-9,.SAllequal to 28.4 
and 32.5,drespectively). Amendment$ tested on the J>wiPt ·soils include G, ~FL, CICD, HU, 
C~ and.SA ~oneofthetreatmentsreduced:SAR values·ofthesoilsbelow7.9. Table 15 
Rpn)tJ ofAmmdig the Btknl and Btng4 horimns of the Doolin (fgne (d>.) 'A (Site 14. 
Part n. :f1P l60 
TbeDooln (Payne Co.) samplin& location ia:m tile cennl part. of ()ldahoma. TheBtlm3 
and Btnq4 horizons are sodic-moderately saline (EC equal to 7.2.ud 4.0, SAll·equal to 14.8 and 
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Table 14. Site 8. Amendlltlllt StadJ· P..._b (Mc<iala) Bat BoftDa (S.mple Ho. 28, ODOT No. 1') Treitlbent Data 
Final' ·• . Chaueia EffecliveaotS++ Effectiveaess++ 
- • IHialolP FinalnR* taitt.I A.4.R+ _SAR+ IAR+ .. % - d) 
,,_ . ·~ . la I • 
(tn•treltmelt) (1'0tlt-troatiDDllt) 
•-:--~ • specili), 4.86 Ml --I •~4 7.8 12.2 10.6 13.1 ao yes 
•7-- 11.2w. .. ·1•• ... 1.4 7.9 12.2 10.5 13.9 ao yes 
1•- 11.2 Ma....... • . 8.4 7.5 12.2 7.2 41.0 'VOS ]'es 
ir--- 22.4 Ma ha\ tat· .. · 1.4 7.7 12.2 9.8 19.7 BO yea 
1•---... 22.4 Ma u·1; • .. • 8.4 1.2 12.2 6.2 49.2 JOI yea 
1•-:-:---- 224 Ma ba-l · 8.4 8.1 12.2 6.8 44.3 yes yes 
-- .. . • Im, lite a»ci&c. 3.52 Ma lta4 8.4 8.4 12.l 8.7 28.7 ito yes 
_.. .. . • ... 11.2 Ma1Mi1. tat.,..._ 1.4 7.9 12.2 25.3 ·107.4 ao ao 
-- .. .. lime. lt.2Malaa1,. .. " 8.4 7.2 12.2 6.1 so.o yes yes . 
-- · · · • 1me, 22.4Ma111·1• 1st· .. · · 8.4 11.3 12.2 15.2 ·24.6 BO ao 
..... . .. ._ 22.4Maha·1, • ·" 8.4 9.2 12.2 6.0 50.8 yes Yes 
~- .. -~ ..... 224 Ma lta''1 8.4 12.7 12.2 10.5 13.9 ao yes 
IFIJuh. .---:&... lt.0Mtha4 8.4 7.2 12.2 9.3 23.8 ao yes 
FlV li1L 11.2 Ma .... t ht .. . . . 8.4 8.2 1i.2 ... 23.0 -88.S DO ao 
FlY.lllt. U.2Mau·1•• .. •. 
·. 
i.4 7.6 12.2 . 13.3 -9~0 . .. no yes 
Fir a& 22.4 Mt Jaa\ lit • • · 8.4 7.7. 12.2 14.6 -19.7 Do yes 
&•224Mab-1 8.4 10.9 12.2 2.0.2 -65.6 DO ao 
. 
ComDat kiln dut. do --u:... 4.o1 Ma u·1 1.4 1.5 12.2 7.0 42.6 yes yes 
'eem.t kill dut, 11.2 Ma •.•• ht • .. . 8.4 8.8 12.1 12.1 0.1 ao ves 
Ccmmt kiln •• 11.2 Ma 1aa·1, .. • • l4 8.3 12.2 10.3 15.6 DO yes 
Ceaat kin dut, 224Ma11a·1 8.4 11.7 12.2 16.2 ·32.8 DO ao 
lilmato, 11.2 Ma lli1, lat " • ·· 8.4 7.9 12.2 8.4 31.1 DO ~ 
.lllmlto, 11.2 Ma 1114, • .. • 1.4 7.9 12.2 10.l 17.2 80 VOi 
Hamate, 22.4 Ma 111-1, lat .. • • 8.4 7.8 12.2 15.8 -29.5 ao ao 
Hmnate, 22.4 Ma ba·1, • • • 8.4 8.2 12.2 9.9 18.9 llO yes 
'J 
'!-, I .. , 'l 
i;., \, •l 
'b ( / l -· ~ '~' ~ ''1 
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Table 14. Site 5. Amenclmeat Study- Piwltutb {McClain) Bilt llorimn (Sample No. 28, ODOT No. 16) 
Treatment Data (cont.) 
CalcMn chloride. 11.2 Ma 111·· .. lM .leachim I 8.4 I 7.8 I 12.2 11.9 2.5 
12.2 6.4 47.5 
12.2 29.S -141.8 
1.4 7.4 12.2 14.2 -16.4 
~Id valuei for% c1*lp m SAit: PIOP>secl System- 35.2, Standard S)'Stem- -23.0; Proposed system threshold SAR• 
((lnttial SAR-the propoaed SAR (7.9)/(Inidal SAR))•ioo; Standard thresmld SAR=((lnitia1 SAR-15.0)/(lnitial SAR))•too 
~included s successWe saturatio~m oftiea&ed aoil 





.... ' . ' 8 ,.._. SAR - Sodium Adsorptiott 1tatio without chemical tieatmc11 ;+ Final SAR. - Sodium Adsorption Ratio with chmnical Ueatinett; + Change 
bi SARD((lnitial SAR .. Pinal SAl)ll1*itt SAR)• too. 
++BvaluadOabased on decrease in SM ill relation to diagmatic vaiue for sodic c1Msfficltion; 
""Al other tieattmtts inclnditta sulftuic acid were at a iate of 7 Dle(flOO g soil sulftuic acid. 
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Table 15. SM U. Amentlmeitt stddJ· Dttlflld (0. .. e) litn2 allll Bt3 Borimm ('Sample NOL 64 and 65, ODOT NOi. 43 8nd 44, mpedlvely) 
Treatment Data. 
·' ..... · ,· '' Finllt•-"'- Chime in Bfktiwma++ E&ctivomsa++ - ' •. # ~'No· t.itiat~ ..... ~ · t~.IQA.D+ ~ sn+." - ~ ~- . ... ·- . .. 
' .c-.......... 1 (tn•~) lmtt-tlMbDDat) ,· 
- ...... 2.24Ma1a·1 64 8.4 1.9 28.4 26.4 7.0 DD no -
-~ 
11.2Mallll"1,-btteacliDI 64 1.4 7.9 28.4 24.8 12.7 ill> DD -- lt.2W.i.·•,~~ 64 i.4 ' - . 1.S 21.4 16.$ 41.9 ., DO 
- ·. · 22.4M&m·1, tstlDaabim '4 8.4 7.7 28.4 28.1 t.i DD DD 
~ 22.4Ma11.-1, ~:..;._ 64 i .. 4 7.3 28.4 12.4 S6.3 DO yes ,_ 
· 224Maa·1 64 8.4 1.4 28.4 23.9 15.8 DD DO 
. 
-~ ........ site IDOCilc 1.61Ma ha".1 65 1.4 7.9 32.5 24.2 25.5 DO DO 
.. ··>imm.11.2Ma11a1.11t~ 65 1.4 ,,9 )2.S 32.1 1.2 DO DO 
.. '"m.,U.2Maha·1," •• .65 8.4 1.S 32.S 12.7 60.9 DO -~ 
' -- .. ...... 22.4 Ma hl-1• bt ~ 65 .. .. 8.4 10.8 .32.$ 35.9 ·10.S DO DO 
... _ ... "1ilne.22.4MR111"1.~~. ... 65 8;4 8.4 J2.$ 23.0 29.2 DO DD 
~ .. 
' .... 224 w. ··l ' 64 &.4 12.9 28.4 24.0 15.S llO DO 
..... 
Hr MILlite IDlci6D 5.06Ma1aa·1 .6$ 9,4 . 1.$ 32.$ 20.0 31.5 Do DO 
RY illllL 1 l.2 Ma ba•. lit~:.;... · 65' .... I.I. '32.5 27.4 iS.7 ., DO 
FiYa.iL.tt.2uaa·•.--. 6$ 8.4 8.3 32.5 ' 24.4 24.9 DD DO 
Flv • 22~4 w. w·•, tat~:;;:;;... . . . . 6S 1,4 ' '1.9 32.S 22.9 29.S Do DD 
F1Y ... 2i.4Ma lla1, 18achim ' 65 . 8.4 ·u 32.5 ts.6 S2.0 DO II) Flv. 224 Ma ••• •. 64 8.4 10.1 28.4 26.0 1.5 DO DO 
... ' 
• ~ kl&l c1uit, aite llJIOi&C· l.86 Ml ..... '4 1.4 7.6 32.5. 28.4 12.6 DD DD 
-
" ... 1 l.2 Mtt ••• .--
64 8.4 J.(J ii.5 21.4 12.6 llO DD 
- . 'lcitadatt,U.2Mala"1.Jeaclill8. . 64 8.4 1.~6 32.$ 28.4 12.6 II) DD 
.----' kiln dtatt, 224 Ma ••• '64 8.4 12.1 32.5 28.4 12.6 
., DD 
. . . 
• 1 t .2 M1l i.·1.lit ~ 65 ••• 1.3 32.5 33.2 ·2.2 ., ilc) -- 11.2 Ml ba·1, t..ftW... 65 8.4 a.o 32.5 20.7 36.3 DO 80 
Huoaite; 22.41111 i.·1, tit-- 65 8.4 '·' 32.5 19.8 39.1 DD DO H.-, 22.4 Ma ha"1, l.iohi. ~5 1.4 7.S 32.5 lS.S 52.3 DO DO 
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Table 15. Site 11. Amendment Study- Dwight (Osage) Btn2 and BtJ Horizons (Sample Nos. 64 and 65, ODOT Nos. 43 and 44, respectively) 
Treatment Data (Cont) 
Final Leachin2 Charuze in Effectiveness++ Effectiveness++ 
Treatments# Sarnnle No.• Initial nH* Final nH* Initial SAR+ SAR+ SAR+.% <Pronosed) <Standard) 
(pre-treatment) (oost-treatment) 
Calciwn chloride, 11.2 Mg ha"1, 1st leaching 65 8.4 7.8 32.5 28.6 12.0 no no 
Calcium chloride, 11.2 MJ! ha"1, leaching 65 8.4 7.6 32.5 18.9 41.8 no no 
Sulfuric acid (36 meq/100 g soil/#, 1st leaching 65 8.4 8.8 32.5 71.4 -119.7 no no 
Sulfuric acid (36 meq/100 g soil)##, leaching 65 8.4 8.3 32.5 66.3 -104.0 no no 
&:.yhreshold values for% change in SAR: Proposed system- 60.9, Standard system- 47.2; Proposed system threshold SAR=((lnitial SAR-the proposed SAR (7.9))/ (Initial SAR)*lOO; 
Standard threshold SAR=((Initial SAR-15.0)/(Initial SAR))*lOO 
'teaching included S successive saturations/extractions of treated soil 
*Pre-treatment pH=pH reading before chemical treatment; *Post-treatment pH=pH reading after chemical treatment; 
+initial SAR - Sodium Adsorption Ratio without chemical treatment ; + Final SAR - Sodium Adsorption Ratio with chemical treatment; + Change 
in SAR=((Initial SAR- Final SAR)/Initial SAR)*lOO . 
++Evaluation based on decrease in SAR in relation to diagnostic value for sodic classification; 
##All other treatments including sulfuric acid were at a rate of 7 meq/100 g soil sulfuric acid. 
,.... 
0 w 
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Table 16. Site 14. Amendment Study- Doolin (Payne) Btkn3 and Btnyq4 Horizons (Sample Nos. 85 and 86, ODOT Nos. 55 and 56, respectively) 
Treatment Data 
Final Leaching Change in Effectiveness++ Effectiveness++ 
Treatments.# Samole No.• Initial oH* Final oH* Initial SAR+ SAR+ SAR
+,% (Pronnsed) (Standard} 
(ore-treatment) (post-treatment) 
Gypsum, site specific 7 .39 MR ha"1, 85 7.6 7.9 21.3 14.4 32.4 no 
yes 
Gypsum, 11.2 Mg ha·1, 1st leaching 85 7.6 7.7 21.3 14.8 30.5 no yes 
Gypsum, 11.2 Mg ha"1, leaching 85 7.6 7.2 21.3 7.4 65.3 
yes yes 
Gypsum, 22.4 Mg ha"1• 1st leaching 85 7.6 7.8 21.3 13.9 34.7 no 
yes 
Gypsum, 22.4 Mg ha·
1
• leaching 85 7.6 7.3 21.3 8.0 62.4 yes 
yes 
Gypsum, 224 Mg ha ·1 85 7.6 7.9 21.3 12.6 40.8 no 
yes 
Hydrated lime, site specific 5.37 Mg ha"
1 86 7.6 7.5 21.3 15.7 26.3 no no 
Hydrated lime, 11 .2 Mg ha"1, 1st leaching 86 7.6 10.0 21.3 51.6 -142.3 no no 
Hydrated lime, 11.2 Mg ha·
1
, leaching 86 7.6 7.2 21.3 11.7 45.1 no yes 
Hydrated lime, 22.4 Mg ha"
1
, 1st leaching 86 7.6 11.1 21.3 53.2 -149.8 no no 
Hydrated lime, 22.4 Mg ha·
1
, leaching 86 7.6 8.6 21.3 11.5 46.0 no yes 
Hydrated lime, 224 Mg ha"
1 85 7.6 12.8 21.3 17.8 16.4 no no 
Fly ash, 11.2 Mg ha"1, 1st leaching 86 7.6 7.7 21.3 33.3 -56.3 no no 
Fly ash, 11.2 Mg ha·1, leaching 86 7.6 7.4 21.3 10 53.1 yes yes 
Fly ash, site specific, 16. 8 Mg ha"
1 86 7.6 7.8 21.3 14.4 32.4 no yes 
Fly ash, 22.4 Mg ha·1, 1st leaching 86 7.6 7.5 21.3 11.8 44.6 no yes 
Fly ash, 22.4 Mg ha·1, leaching 86 7.6 7.4 21.3 10.5 50.7 yes yes 
Fly ash, 224 Mg ha"1 85 7.6 10.8 21.3 14.0 34.3 no yes 
Cement kiln dust, site specific, 6.2 Mg ha"1 85 7.6 7.1 21.3 11 .8 44.6 no yes 
Cement kiln dust, 11.2 Mg ha"
1
, 1st leaching 85 7.6 7.7 21.3 13.9 34.7 no yes 
Cement kiln dust, 11.2 Mg ha ·
1
, leaching 85 7.6 7.1 21.3 9.2 56.8 no yes 
Cement kiln dust, 224 Mg ha"
1 85 7.6 12.7 21.3 22.9 -7.5 no no 
Hu mate, 11.2 Mg ha"
1
, 1st leaching 86 7.6 7.8 21.3 20.7 2.8 no no 
Humate, 11 .2 Mg ha"1, leaching 86 7.6 7.5 21.3 16.7 21.6 no no 
Humate, 22.4 Mg ha·1, 1st leaching 86 7.6 8 21.3 13.7 35.7 no yes 
Humate, 22.4 Mg ha"1, leaching 86 7.6 7.6 21.3 10.9 48.8 no yes 
~ 
~ 
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Table 16. Site 14. Amendment Study- Doolin (Payne) BtknJ and Btnyq4 Hori7.ons (Sample Nos. 85 and 86, ODOT Nos. 55 and 56, respectively) 
Treatment Data (cont.) 
Final Leaching Chan~e in Effectiveness++ Effectiveness++ 
Treatmentl Samole No.• Initial oH• Final oH• Initial SAR+ SAR+ SAR+,% (Prooosed) (Standard} 
(pre-treatment) (post-treatment) 
Calcium chloride, 11.2 Mg ha-1, 1st leaching 86 7.6 7.2 21.3 14.7 31.0 no yes 
Calcium chloride, 11.2 Mg ha-1, leaching 86 7.6 7.0 21.3 9.8 54.0 no yes 
Sulfuric acid (36 meq/100 g soil)##, leaching 86 7.6 7.4 21.3 33.9 -59.2 no no 
Sulfuric acid (36 meq/100 g soil)##, leaching 86 7.6 7.5 21.3 21.1 0.9 no no 
&Threshold values for% change in SAR: Proposed system- 62.9, Standard system- 29.6; Proposed system threshold SAR=((Initial SAR-the proposed SAR (7.9))/ (Initial SAR)*lOO; 
Standard threshold SAR=((lnitial SAR-15.0)/(lnitial SAR))•lOO 
#Leaching included 5 successive saturations/extractions of treated soil 
•Pre-treatment pH=pH reading before chemical treatment; •Post-treatment pH=pH reading after chemical treatment; 
+Initial SAR - Sodium Adsorption Ratio without chemical treatment ; + Final SAR - Sodium Adsorption Ratio with chemical treatment; + Change 
in SAR=((Initial SAR - Final SAR)llnitial SAR)*lOO. 
++Evaluation based on decrease in SAR in relation to diagnostic value for sodic classification; 






Effective treatments for the soil include G and FA applications. 
Results of Ammdiq tbe BCk horizon ofthe Hjnkle (Kiowa Co.) soil (Site.22, Part Il, mu 232) 
The Hinkle (Kiowa Co.) sampling location is in the southwestern .part of Oklahoma. The 
BCk horizon is sodic-moderately saline .(EC equal to 6.s,.·sAR.equal to 29.9). ·Treatments 
included G, HL, FL, CKD, HU, CA, and SA 
Selection of appropriate treatments for recl•D)Jlfion depends on the effectiveness of the 
amendments in improving soil properties and plant growth. The ability of amendments to 
favorably influence the EC, pH, SAR and amount of dispersion in a soil is important in the 
evaluation and selection of an amendment. Differences.in effective time for,amendments to 
work between laboratory studies and actual field applicatiom .-eimportant facton which need to 
be tested. 
. Results of this study indicate the properties of the soilue important to consideration of 
the proper treatment. None of the treatments reduced the SAR value of the Dwiaht (()age Co.) 
values for the Wma, Bosville, and Pawhuska soils. 1ncreuinJ .lllinity and IOdieity hindered the 
ability of amendments to··eJfectively reolaim sodic soilsa·evidenced by the..._. of 
troatmentt ·not working ,on the.J>wiaht, Doolin, and Biakle·,IOiJs. Ifltandard ~values · 
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Table 17. Site 22. Amendment Study- Hinkle (Kiowa) BCk Horizon (Sample No. 146, ODOT No. 97) Treatment Data 
Final Leaching Change in Effectiveness++ Effectiveness++ 
Treatments# Initial oH* Final oH* Initial SAR+ SAR+ SAR\% (Prooosed) (Standard) 
(pre-treatment) (po st-treatment) 
Gypsum, site specific 7.73 Mg/ha 7.8 7.9 29.9 21.l 29.4 no no 
Gypsum, 11 .2 Mg ha-1, 1st leaching 7.8 7.8 29.9 25.1 16. l no no 
Gypsum, 11.2 Mg ha-1, leaching 7.8 7.2 29.9 7.4 75.3 yes yes 
Gypsum, 22.4 Mg ha-
1
, 1st leaching 7.8 7.7 29.9 24.5 18.1 no no 
Gypsum, 22.4 Mg ha-1, leaching 7.8 7.4 29.9 8.4 71.9 no yes 
Gypsum, 224 Mg ha "1 7.8 7.8 29.9 17.9 40 . l no no 
Hydrated lime, site specific 5.60 Mg/ha 7.8 7.8 29.9 27.7 7.4 no no 
Hydrated lime, 11 .2 Mg ha"1, 1st leaching 7.8 10.7 29.9 60.3 -101.7 no no 
Hydrated lime, 11.2 Mg ha"1, leaching 7.8 7.6 29.9 9.2 69.2 no yes 
Hydrated lime, 22.4 Mg ha"
1
, 1st leaching 7.8 10.7 29.9 80.4 -168.9 no no 
Hydrated lime, 22.4 Mg ha-
1
, leaching 7.8 9.8 29.9 11.5 61.5 no yes 
Hydrated lime, 224 Mg ha"
1 7.8 12.8 29 .9 37.7 -26. l no no 
Fly ash, 11.2 Mg ha"
1,lst leaching 7.8 8.0 29.9 29.6 1.0 no no 
Fly ash, 11.2 Mg ha ·1, leaching 7 .8 8.0 29.9 25.4 15. l no no 
Fly ash, site specific 17. 54 Mg/ha 7.8 7.9 29.9 21.8 27.1 no no 
Fly ash, 22.4 Mg ha"
1
, 1st leachitlj2; 7.8 7.4 29.9 22.6 24.4 no no 
Fly ash, 22.4 Mg ha·1, leaching 7.8 7.7 29.9 20.1 32.8 no no 
Fly ash, 224 Mg ha-1 7.8 11.5 29.9 34.0 -13.7 no no 
Cement kiln dust, site specific 6.47 Mg/ha 7.8 7.1 29.9 15.5 48 .2 no no 
Cement kiln dust, 11.2 Mg ha"
1
, 1st leaching 7.8 7.9 29.9 18.7 37.5 no no 
Cement kiln dust, 11.2 Mg ha ·
1
, leaching 7.8 7.1 29.9 12.9 56 .9 no yes 
Cement kiln dust, 224 Mg ha"
1 7.8 12.5 29.9 33.1 -10.7 no no 
Humate, 11.2 Mg ha"1, 1st leaching 7.8 8.1 29.9 30. l -0.7 no no 
Humate, 11.2 Mg ha"1, leaching 7.8 8.0 29.9 27.2 9 .0 no no 
Humate, 22.4 Mg ha-1, 1st leaching 7.8 8.2 29.9 34.9 -16.7 no no 
Humate, 22.4 Mg ha"1, leaching 7.8 7.6 29.9 12. l 59.5 no yes 
~ ) - . l ' -i \,1 ij ,_ '') cc~ ' ' - . ~ ··:> ') . -. '& ... • 'J- ----J r• -~ '! -- .. ~ . 
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1'•••· 17. Site 22. AnieMaient Stilcly- tlilllde (Kiowa) BCk Berizon (Sample No. 14', ODOT No. 91) 
treauaeat Data (eat.l 
• 
Calcium clalorido, 11 .2 . u·•, l llt leaebitil 7.8 7.4 29.9 20.7 30.8 JlO DO 
tcatciwa clalorido. 11.2 Ml hl"1, 1eaohina 7.8 1.2 29.9 14.7 50.8 ilo ves 
1.1 8.6 29.9 68.0 -127.4 no DO 
7.8 1.$ 29.9 .51.4 ·71.9 no 80 
6TluealaoJd vahaea tor% clWrp Jal SAR.: Phtpoaed .,._ .. 73.6, Standard system· 49.8; Pro;oted system threshold SA1t==((ltliti*1 SAR-the 
. . ,. -
proposed SAit (1.9))/(laitW SAR.)•ioo; Standard tlalahold SAll=((Iaitill SAll-1~.0)/(&aitill SAR.))•too 
*Le-.cma illohicled 5 111COeaive ·aturitiobllextraotiou of treatocl soil 
..... 
:3 *Pre·tr.eatmoat pH=pH reading bolore chemical treatment; *Post-tteatmeilt pH=p
H reading after oheaUcal tteatmont; 
+Jmtili SAR • Sodidt Ad•rptiDa Ratio ritto.i claemiOll trtatmoat t t:idl sAtt · Sodiam Adsorption ilatiO with cb.ealical treamieat; + Chango 
iaSAll•((IDitial SAil • Fiaal SAtl}ltaitiat SAll)*lOO. 
*Evaluation based 011 decreue a SAil in relation to aiapostic value for IOdiC clusifioation; 




Oklahoma are overestimated. llec1amation of sodic soils in Oklahoma will improve if diapostic 
criterion proposed in this report become the standard. 
108 
SUMMAllY 
Twenty-three soils were sampled and -characterized ftom locations within sodic soil 
mapping units across Oklahoma. Twenty-two_ soils represent the range in sodic soils for 
Oklahoma. One soil sampled as the Huska series (sodic) did not contain any sodic, saline, or 
dispersive properties and is considered a ''normal" soil (classified as the Zanies series). All other 





maps (NRCS, USDA). 
The-twenty-three soils sampled were classified foBowing the current U.S. soil 
clauificatitlll syatem (Soil Survey Statt: 1999). - Sevcnl sodic-dispenive soils-did not dusify u 
natric (-e) according to (SoilSurvey Stan: 1999). Sadie-properties for these "llon-
natric" soils were -either _deeper than or contained lower SAil values compared to current natric 
soil dusification. This report recommends a revision or expansion the natric definition (Soil 
Survey Statt: 1999) to include these ''non-natric" soils as natric. The current classification 
system may be-biased -toward agronomic interpretation-of the subsoil.for sbal1ow root growth 
~ compared to the same subsoil used u ensU>eaU.. toil materials. 
-
r,-,, 
An improved cotTelation of sodic soil series names,with exact field charactaistics is -
-needed to better daaify these-soils _(Soil SurVey Statt: 1999). The NR.CS, USDA.bu done-a 
good job identifying aodic toil across Oklahoma. .However, _sampled soils _clasaified •according to 
soil taxonomy (Soil Survey Stan: 1999) oftal did not match cumatly ll8ed aodic soil ·teries 
names used in Oklahoma. This report can serve as an initial step for improved sodic soil 
correlation and classitication. 
County soil _survey maps (NRCS, USDA) can be used to locate sodic soils to within 200 





sodic soils to less than 200 m a detailed field investigation .is required. ·These county soil survey 
maps are digitized and can quickly and easily be used to identify·sodic soils .as they intersect 
roadways or other features. Several counties in southeutem Oklahoma contain sodic soils tbat 
are not identified by county soil surveys (i.e. Choctaw County). This report recommends a field 
evaluation.ofsoils in aoutheastan·Oklahoma counties to identify the distribution of sodic soils. 
p., Also, -a.model to predict the spatial distribution of sodic-soils in small· areas (less than 200 .m x 
200 m) is needed. Currently, no information is available to predict field variability of sodic soil 
·mapping units (including both laterally and with depth). 
· Sodium salts occurring inc~ Permian, and Pennsylvanian rocks are dissolved by 
ground water~ The ground water moves laterally and.affects.Rream-depolits(alluvium) and soils 
:J -adjacent to salty rocks. -Sodic soils fonn from sediments containing .elevated amounts of salt. , 
~ 
/ 
Sodic soils in eastern Oklahoma contain aodic properties at a sreater depth compared to aodic 
soils in western Oklahoma because. of lower -on and higher precipitation in 
~ eastern Oklahoma compared to western Oklahoma. 
i . 
) 
Sodic·soils are not·easily·identified during field inipection using standard procedures. 
Surface features are sometimel useclincluding the identification.of slidtspota. However, not .alt 
solic 'IOilareas contain.or are ideatified by elicbpota •. ~ loils are identified by a . 
. . . 
. . . 
white ...race alt auat (doreecence)hmed duriua .,,,... .. dlia .tllerelceace·does not_ 
identify .,.taline, - ·soils. Excavating the soil,and nMewing tbe soil profile.can 
reveal aodic IOI features indudins:tikans .ancf cnJumnar llludm'e. 11ae pr11eace of a>lumnm-




columnar structure identify the upper part of the.aodic subsoil but .do not adequately identify the 
total thickness and depth of sodic conditions. Naturally occurring sodic .soil always contains a 
high clay content in the subsoil compared to surface horizons. However this clay distnbution is 
not unique to sodic soils. Often field identification of sodic soils is enhanced.by the accelerated 
erosion ·associated with dispersion that· is· observed alons natural and human maced. exposures 
such as.gullies, road sides, and local borrow pits. 
The double hydrometer test wu used to determine .dispersion percentage for sodic soils 
in this study. The double hydrometer test was selected u a standard because it is a -quantitative 
~ test that is cited as reliable·in predicting actual field problems. The pinhole and ·crumb teats were 
also included in the study to predict dispersion and were compared to the double hydrometer test. 
The ·double hydrometer, ·pinhole, and crumb tests were· compared to laboratory. determined soil 
~, properties which.are often used by soil scientist .and civil engineers to predict dispersion 
including SAR, ESP, BC, saturated paste extractable cations and anions. pH, clay mineralo&Y. 
-! 
-; 
and_gypsum content (estimated fu>m field soil morphology) .. The amount of sodium in the soil 
tolution as meesured.by SAR. and ESP :is needed·to predict dispersive conditions in sodic soils. 
However, SAil and BSP alone do not explain dispersive potential. .If soil EC is included a1ons 
with··SAR or BSP then diapenion is adequately predicted ... Problems Uling SAR. and EC to 
predict 1oildispenion can occur because dthe prelfJDCe of.ml-formed gypm, variable 
magnesium coateat, .uniqueminerilogy,•extnme·pHaad EC:V81ues, ad.\W'iable sulfate, 
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